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I• IN'I'RODUCTIOM 
Instruments which are used to measure power are called 
dynamometers. The 110rd "dynamometer0 is also used for those 
instruments which measure only the force exerted. 
When a dynamometer is used to measure the output tram a 
tractor drawbar the unit of power 1a a "horsepower" and the 
unit or dratt is the pound. 
The origin or the horsepower as a unit of power measure-
ment 1s explained by the u. s. Bureau of Standards circular 
Ho. 34 (24 1 P• 9). A summary or material pre.sented there 1a 
given in the tollowing paragraph. 
The term "borsepowert• was 1n troduc ed by Thomas Saveey, 
the inventor or an early type or ateam engine. .Tames Watt, 
who ls generally known as the inventor or the modern steam 
engine 1 adopted the term "horsepower0 as a unit for expresa-
lng the power of his atearn englnea. The present day' value 
or the horsepower was derived from experiments made in the 
year 1775 under the direction of Watt and bis buainese partner 
Boulton. They procured aomo heavy draft horaes i'rom the 
brewery ot Barclay and Perkins,, London,, end t.heso animals 
were cawsed to lift a weight from t he bottom of a deep well 
by pulling horizontally on a ropo which passed over a pulley. 
They tound tha t a draft horse could conveniently raise 
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a weight of 100 pounds whilo walking at a rate or t1'IO and one-
halt miles per hour, or 220 feet per minute. 
This is equivolent to 22 1 000 foot-pounds of work per 
m1nute. In order that a purohaoer of one of his engines might 
have no ground for complaint, Watt added 50 per cent to this 
value, as an allowance for friction, and this established 
33 1 000 foot-pounds per minute, or 550 foot- pounds per second, 
as the unit ot power known aa the English horsepower. 
Several different types of tractor drawbar dynamometers 
are no• 1n use. 
In 1919 the State of Nebraska 1n the U.S.A. passed a law 
which became effective in 1921 and which required all tractor 
companies to submit one of each model tractor to be sold 
within the state to a performance test. The resu1ts or those 
teats have become widely publ1o1zod. S1nee this important 
step, interest in the testing ot tractors has steadily in-
creased. 
The University of Saskatchewan conducts nearly four 
hundred tractor rteld days each aum:mer. The tractors are 
tested while hitched to an implement and performing actual 
field work. 
The interest now !s not only in the tractor portormance, 
but also 1n t he efficiency of the implement itself to do a 
job. 
The general approach to the problem ot horsepower 
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measurement at tractor Field Days 1e one 1n which separate 
determinations are me.de or the speed in m1lee per hour and the 
drawbar pu11 1n pounds. Theoe two qu.ant1 ties are then used 
to compute the average horsepower developed during the test. 
This oomputation is U3Uall y done by means o:f a elide rule 
and a.fter a complete e.et of data has been taken. 
An approach such as this, to the problem of deterrrln1ng 
the horsepower delivered by the traotor drawbar to the 1.m-
plomen t 1 has two faultoa 
1. There 1s a considerable ti.ms delay betwe&n the 
taking o.f the data and its final presentation 
in tem.e or energy or horsepower. 
2. The f 1gures attained tor the horsepower are the 
average of consto.ntly fluctuating values. No 
proviaion han been made to determine the changes 
1n horsepower that have occurred during the 
period of tho teat. 
It a dynamome tor could bG bull t which would g ive in-
a tantaneoua and continuous readings or horsepower, the above 
faulta would be corrected. 
The problem, thererore, consists in the creation or a 
machine which will tnlte into o.ccount tho three faotora or 
rorce, d1stnnce, and timeJ and accurately convert theoe into 
an instantaneous reading of horaepower. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A. Early History 
It is not kno\til when man !1rst sought to measure the 
power required to pull objects, but Wilson ( 25 ) in a review 
or the ·history of dynamo:neter development has reported the 
following outstanding eventcs 
1. As early as 1803 ac1ent1f1o experiments were carried 
out to compare the rolling resistance or dlfrerent types or 
wheeled carriages on roads . 
a. In 1841 at Paris, France, QeneroJ. Morin conducted 
e.xpe1•1men ts w1 th a dynmnometer, which used tho extension 
or a spring to measure the pull on a vehicle. ( This type 
or apparatue was still u:ged in alr.iost all ro.ilway dyna-
mometers in 1935 1 but it had not been found eui tablG tor 
power measurement in agricultural work .} 
3. With the advont of the agrlcultural tractor, \!Drk 
on dynamomatere wa.a seriously undertaken-
4. In 1919 at Lincoln, England, dynamooeter trials 
were made of tractors. 1'wo hydraulic machinea were used: 
the Hyatt and the N.P.L. 
Also used at this period were the Watson , ilainee and 
Keen, Amsler, and Polikeit dynamometers. 
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B. Class1flcat1on 
Traction dynamometers are essentially ins trumenta cap-
able of measuring the force required to mo ve an objeot. The 
Ueview of' Literature in thia thee 1s will cover traction 
dyne.moruete1•s onl1 • unless th.e machine. is a combination of a 
traction ar1d torsion dynamor:wter. 
Traction dyna.l'llomet&rs are divided into two classes, 
absorption dynamometers and transmission dynam.ometors. Ab• 
aorption dynamometers will. be detL'"lad u those which measure 
the load wh:I.oh they al.so supply to tho tractor. In th1a re-
apa ct they may be simply called loading machines. Trana-
m1es1on d:rnamometoro will be defined as those which measure 
the load as they t1'anem1 t 1 t to some other machine. 
0. Absorption Dynamom&tera 
An abaorption dynamometor was used at Iowa State College 
in 1923 to determine the <il'aft and work output of horses. 
A further development of the original muoh1nc led to 
the 11 Iowo. Dyn&lnometcr Cnr for Horeoe " which was pa tented by 
E. V • Collins and J. B. Davidson in 1926. Somo t\rcn ty or 
these machlnos were bu11 t n t th~ college and tho r igbt to 
build others was granted to those eduoat1ono.1 ins ti tutiona 
who askod for it. 
It was trom th1it "07nar:tometer Car tor Horoes" that the 
..... -----------------------------~~~~-=-~ 
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Univorsity of Saakatchewan developed an absorption d.ynmnonete~ 
which was first used to test the strength or te~~s of horses, 
and l ator the horsepowor of t~actors. 
The !09.Ch1ne was mo.de 1"ro:n the frrune of D. large motor 
truok, the roar ~heeln o~ which were used to drivo a g~nr 
type water pump. This was t he means us~d to deirelop a heavy 
traction load. 
The l:UlOhine vms pulled b7 a tel0~ooping tongue which 
was connooted to tho machine b7 a cable. The cable passed 
over a. series of pulleys nnd f inally wo.s snohored to the top 
ot a 2000 pound-ooncr~te we1ght. ~is weig~t was held in 
verticnl guides and wtltJ free . to be lifted througn a height 
or approximately threa £6et . 
The gear pump had tuo delivery valvee placed in aeries. 
The first ve.lve was manually controlled and the other was 
connected by a linkag~ to the 2000- pound weight. The wnter 
rrom the pump was delivered to a reservoir which was also 
the source of supply. 
It was possible to change the speed of the pump in re-
lation to g round travel b~ shitting gears 1n the truck trans-
mission. This allowed the operator to maintain the same load 
on the tractor regardless or the gear in which the tractor 
waa pulling. 
The machine usunlly was used to p~v1de a 2000-pound 
traction load, but a greater load could be obtained by 
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connecting two more 1000-poWld concrete weights to the initial 
one. Those weights were also in gu.ides a.."ld acted in a aim• 
1lar manner to the tirat weight. 
When operating the machine , it was first necessary to 
place the truek transmission in tho gear which was au1 ted 
to the speed of the tractor. The next thing required ·~· to 
close the manual del1v&ry valve. As this was done, the torce 
required to operate the pump was a teadll.y increased until 1t 
took slightly over 2000-pounds pull to move the machine. At 
this point~ the 2000-pound weight waa lifted into i ts mid 
position about a toot above the floor. 
Ir the rolling reaistanoe of the unit changed and it 
took more than 2000 pounds to pull the machine, tho tractor 
would do work on the concrete weight and .lift it higher than 
its mid position. As the weight was lifted beyond ita mid 
position, it operated a linkage that began to open the second 
b1•paea valve. Thie action decreased the load on the pump, 
reduced the load on t~e tractor to the neighborhood or 2000 
pounds, and stopped the weight from ~laing turtber. If the 
i:-oll1ng resistance or the maohino became leas, tho above 
proceduro was carried out in the reverse order. First the 
welght would begin to tall and do work on the machine; and 
from this the other steps follow. 
Davidson, Coll1na, and MoK1bben (6) describe an absorp-
tion dynamometer which was oona tructed at Iowa State College 
-
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1n 1935. This machlne was capable of furnishing a constant 
drawbar load of 8JlY desired magnitude between 1000 and 5000 
pounds. 
The unit eons is ted easentially of a track-type tractor 
chaoeia, the tracks or which were connected by a suitable 
transmission to a hydraulic pump. 'fue pump furnished a re-
sistance which was in addition to the force required to over-
come the rolling ros1stence of the apparatus. 
The pu111ng force was applied to a movable piston, whioh 
was restrained from movement by the pressure or the fluid 1n 
the cylinder. A small pump, equipped with a pressure relief 
valve, was used to supply constant pressure to tho eylinder. 
The pressure could be set at ditforont value3 b1 opening or 
closing the pressure relief valve~ This pressure was a 
measure of the drawbnr load of the dynamometer. 
When 1n operation, the pressure supplied to the cylinder 
by the pump 1s equal to the pressur-a caused by the drawbar 
load on the piston. 
Tho dynamometar load was maintained constant in the 
following manner. Should the rolling ros1stance of tho 
machine increase, the drawbar load increased and the fluid 
pressure exerted by the piston became greater than thit ot 
the pump. The resulting forward move~ent of the piston 
operated a linkage which opened tho din ohB.rge valvo ot the 
main pump and deorea3ed the load wh1oh the pump was supplying 
to the mach1nc. 
Bargor (1) describes an absorption dynamometer wh1ch 
waa built in 1937 at Kansns State Colle ge. This machine 
contained a hydraulic cylinder whioh was used to ma aaure 
t he load, and a gear pump which was used to supply the load. 
It was, there:fore, a combination of a transmi.snion dyna-
mometer and a loading machine. 
A Ford v-a truck cha.eels and tranomisaion was used to 
drive the gear type oil pump. The load was controlled by 
manual operation or the discharge valve of t he pump. 
This unit was pulled b7 the hydraulic cy linder and the 
oil pressure in th.is eyl1nder was :fed to a direct reading 
gage in :front o:f the operator. 
The operator was able to read .from the gag& the draw-
bar pull 1n pounds, and from it adjust t he discharge valve 
or the pump in order to maintain, or obtain, any desired 
drawbar pull. 
~ 
The oil pressure .from the pulling cylinder was also 
ted to a recording mechanism. A standard strip type chart 
was used, and it wns driven by a firth l'lheel. Its movement 
was therefore d1rectl7 1n proportion to distance traveled. 
A needle, oper ated b7 a solenoid and 1n unison with a 
atop watch, waa used to record the beginning and the end of 
a test. The speed of the machine was g iven by a modified 
car speedometer. 
It was possible to calibrate or t est t h is machine b}" 
\ 
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t~e methods: 
1. Calibration on n regular Crosby gage tester. 
2. Loading the dyna."llometer cylinder w1 th known weights. 
~.Placing the unit in series with a dynamometer or 
known calibration. 
The load indicator 1nech.anism made use of one or aix dif-
rerent springs, depending upon the magnitude of the load to 
be measured. The calibration curves tor these springs had 
to be un1rorm in slope throughout the range of loading it 
accurate r~sults were to be obtainod. 
This absorption unit was able to provide a drawbar pull 
or 6000 pounds and oould be used at speode up to 20 miles 
per hour. 
D. Transmission Dynrunometors 
l. The. spring ~ 
The spring type aro those in which the load is trana-
m1 tted either by compression or extension or a spring. An 
example of this is t he Iowa Direct-Reading Traction Dyna-
mometer. 
Davidson (5) has tho following general re~arkai 
The simplest type of spring dynrunometer is a large 
spring scalo in which tho force acting is indicated on a 
dial as the spring 1a lengtben~d or compressed. 
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Because the reaistanoe of a field tillage machine varies 
w1dely 1 the direct reading spring dynamometer is d1f'f1cult 
to read; thereforo, it ls usually equipped with a mechanism 
for making a graphic record of t he pull on a strip or paper 
or circular chart. Instruments of this kind are called re-
cording dyna.mometera. 
When ouch an instrument 1s usod, the average toroe 
acting over a given distance or 1n a givon length or time, 
may be obtained by averaging the forces recorded. Thia miq 
be done by an area measuring device cal.led a planimeter. 
The area thus obtained ia divided by' the length 1n order 
to determine the mean height . This height is proportional 
to the average pull 1n pounds. 
To ~ac111tate speedy determination of the average pull, 
the instruments may be self 1ntegrat1ns. 
Davidson hao the following general deacr1pt1on of th!t 
Iowa Recording and Integrating Dynamometer. 
Thie machine was mndo by Contra1 Scient1t1o ot Chicago, 
. Illinois, and it is a recording and integrating machine. 
Tb.e dratt was recorded on a strip chart, and the average 
draft over a dis tanoe of 50 teet wns determined by a wheel 
and diac integrator. The final rosult was indicated by tbe 
amount of rotation accomplished by' a small wheel wnieh ran 
on th~ surraoe or a flat diso. 
The flat disc was rotated proportional to ground travel. 
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'l"he distance that tm small wheel was placed rrom the center 
of the disc was proportional to drawbar pull. 
A heavy load moved the wheel towards the outside rim of 
the ro t ating disc and under th1B condition a greater wheel 
rotation recorded greater average draft. 
The integrator was operated by a string ted wheel and 
it automatically stopped atter the wheel had made the number 
of revolutions corresponding to 50 feet of travel. The aver-
age dratt ror this dis tanoe was read from a dial on the aide 
ot the machine. 
The atr1ng that turned the integrator was carried on 
a apool mounted on the dyna:mometer box. When the string 
lett the spool, it passed twice around a rimmed llheel before 
it i"ed back to a stake in the ground, or to the hand of a 
person. 
2. !h2, hydraulic t:zyo 
Tho hydraulic types 11ro those which depond on hydraulic 
pressure to transmit the load. 
Wilson (a5) reports that tho J:Q'draulio type ot trans-
mission dynamomoter consists of a container fitted with a 
plunger and tilled w1 th a sui tabla tlu1d. The plunger and 
container aro coupled respeotivel1 to t he drawbar of the 
prime mover and t ha. t or the implement. Th e pull is trans-
m1 tted from the ono to the othor through the fluid and 1a 
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Fig. la. Iowa Direct-Reading 
Traction Dynamometer 
Fig. lb. Iowa Recording and 
Integrating Dynamometer 
therefor& converted 1nto hydraulic prossure directly propor-
tional. to the magnitude of tbe 1oad. This pressure is con• 
veyed through a pipe line to any conven1en t point for 
measurement and rocord1ng . 
The netua1 measurement and recording or drawbar pull is 
thus reduced to that of measuring and recording pressure .• 
Hydraulic dynamometers differ mainly in t he methods employed 
to measure this pressure. 
Wilson (25) describes several makes of hydraulic dyne.-
mom.eters and h!s ·comments are outlined in the next rew 
paragraphs. 
The ~drau11o pressure may be recorded by a Bourdon 
tuba. but 1n order to be Gaaily read~ a dampening device is 
required in the oil line. A needlo valve introduced into 
the pipe lino can be used to control the i'low of liquid and 
so d~'Up out the excessive vibrations 0£ the recording in-
etrument. Tho zero point ror Bourdon tube gages is always 
uncertain. 
The hydraulic presau:re may also be reoorded by apply-
ing 1 t to a amall spring loadod plunger. Such a plunger 
must be provided wt th a lapped tit and be porfeotl.y tree 
in its cylinder. A piston stop is usually provided to pre-
vent the spring from b o1ng overstressed. Theae springs, 
as aupplied, are wound w1 tb 1n1t1al tension. For work w1 th 
low loads, it 1s ofton necessary, before calibration, to 
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remove soma or this tension ao thnt the d111amometer will 
commence tor ecord at a lowexa pull. Different size loads 
may be measured by oheng ing the strength of the spring. 
Differont rangos of pull are measured on some dyna• 
mometers by making use of mu1t1pl!ers to apply tho load to 
the cylinder. BJ hitching in different holes, or by coupl-
ing the linkage together at different pointa, the cix'awbar 
pull can be greatly increased. rl thout altering the range ot 
hydraulic preosure in the dynamo~eter. 
Dynamometer records of drawbe..r pull may be ovaluated 
ey making une or a graduated transparent ru1er. The mean 
displacement tor every half inch length or record is esti-
mated and the average tor all those 1a the J>lean displacement. 
The chie.r advanta.go of the hydraulic dynamometer is 
that momentary deflections !n tho pull are damped out. 
Since the maxima are decreased, and the minim.a are in• 
creased, no appreciable error is introduced. 
Bargar and Promersberger (2) deaoribe a cart type 
hydraulic dynSJ::1ometor wh1oh was designed and bull t at Kaneais 
State College tor the purpose of teating tillage machinery. 
This unit was aelt-oonta1ned ar.d trauism1tted the load 
through a hydraulic cylinder whioh woo inserted 1n the 
drn.wbar that extended through the machine. 
Tho unit was both direct reading and recording; it 
weighed 850 pounds and required n minimum length or time 
to be hooked up. 'l"ne drawbar was adjus tabl.e in height and 
waa supported on ball bearing wheels; vertical and side ~om• 
ponents were carried by the dynamometer frame. The weight 
or the unit was i mportant when tests were made or large roll-
1.ng ,machines on a down g x•ade, since the machines tended to 
whip under these conditions. 
Tho drawbar resistance of heavy machines could be 
measured by putting a stronger spring in the dra£t recording 
mechanism. 
Giles (0) in desor1b1ng a hydraulic drawbar dynamometer, 
constructed at the University or ~1ssour1, reports the tol-
lowing details about the recording mechanism. 
The recorder used was a 12 inch round chart type,, manu-
ractured by the Foxboro Companyk Foxboro, Massachusetts. 
It was protected for overloading and was capable of read-
ing a 3000 pound load at 350 pounds per square ·inch ~­
draulic pressure. To cover the oomplete rQilge, or loads ex-
peoted, three d1f£erent hydraulic cylinders and two d1t-
·teront charts were required. Electro magnetic pens, oper-
ated by 1-1/2 volt tlaahlight batteries, were used to mark 
the timo in tervo.ls • 
The recorder was placed 1n a dust-free aluminum case, 
with a transparent front, and then mounted on two 15 inch 
leng ths or rubber tubing . Theae were. cut from a 30x3 tube 
and vulcanized at the ends. Th.o air pressure in those 
.................... ------------------------------~~~~~~~ 
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tubes waa low; but that w1 thin the bottom tube had to be 
slightly greater. Tho ·recorder was tilted back io• in order 
to insure pen contact with the grtiPh• 
This type or mounting wns entirely satiaraotory 1n 
controlling v1bl"at1on of the recording instrument. '.?he 
total. weight or the recorder and f'ramo was 22 pounds. 
To eval.uate the results, a planimeter was not used; 
instead, readings were taken every t&n seconds and averaged. 
The oil pressure transmission line leading to the re• 
corder was 1/8 inch, tlox1ble, all metal 1 tubing made by 
the Titeflex Hose Company, .Newark, New Jeraey. 
· Oleson (19) 1n 1928 conntructed at Iowa State College 
a dynamometer for measuring the tractive effort in an 
automobile. 'l'he dyna..'1lometer was bull t in a oar and was 
operated by 11nka8e eotmected to tho rear axle housing. 
The recording device made us~ of two aylphon bellows 
and was capable of measuring both the power output fro~ 
tho w~els during normal driving and the power input to 
·the wheels when the car was coasting treely down a h111. 
Oleson deocribes the sylphon bellows as a sesmleso, Joint• 
less, meta1lic structure; capable or large linear extens1on1 
and having power to resist a large OJllount ot hydrostatic 
pressure. Tho folds or this unit should posaeae a hir)l 
degree of resilience. 
The University of Saskatchewan has used a hydraulic 
dynamometer tor several yea.rs in connection with their field 
days. 
This unit consisted of a very s hort hydraulic cylinder 
which was connected by a length of pressure boso to a 
I 
~ourdon gage. The piston force wns tro.nemitted to the oil 
through a rubber diaphragm. T'aia arrangement prevented any 
oil leakage and eliminated the need .ror a lapped !'it betwoen 
the cylinder and piston. 'l'he cylin der was axially loaded at 
each end amd no outside linkages were required to transmit 
the load. 
The upper part or the pis t on contained a mavy s~t 
which projected through the wall or t he cylinder. i'his 
e ha.f't was threaded and 1"1tted with a burr. When the cyl-
inder was placed under excess loads 1t waa the function ot 
this burr to oontaet the cylinder wall and prevent all 1he 
load frox:1 passing through the diaphragm into the oil. Thia 
arrangoment prevented ·the p1at.on from either damaging the 
diaphragm or spoiling the bourdon gage. 
The Bourdon gage and the cylinder were proportioned 
ao that tho reading of t he gage was ten to one. A load or 
3000 pounds on tho cylinder was 300 p.s.1. of hydraulic 
pressure on the gage. ~'he gaae was capable ot reading 5000 
pounds pu1l but the cylinder was designed to carry only 
3000 pounds. 
The c711nder weigh.ad about 50 pounda and was easily 
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placed between the drawba.r of the tractor and the implement. 
Since the cylinder was s hort it did not seriously lengthen 
the tractor drawbar. 
The bourdon gage was held by a mo.n standing on the 
tractor. A needle valve was placed in the hydraulic line 
beside the gage. This Talve was always kept closed when 
the tractor a tarted. This was done 1n order to prevent 
the impact load from damaging the g age. During steady op-
eration, t ho valve was opened and then slowly closed until 
t he load v1brat1ona were damped out. 
It was possible to easily read the gage although the 
load might have been alternating 500 pounds or more in 
magnitude. 
These dynamometer cylinders have been used by the 
University or Saskatchewan ror several years at nearly 
tour lnmdred field days each year. They have proved highly 
aatiafactory in their operation. 
In 19371 Hendrix (12) at the University 0£ Tennessee 
developed a hydraulic dynmnom.eter, the power tranemltt1ng 
unit 0£ which consisted or a semi-flexible steel bellows 
made by welding steel plates together. This unit, com-
pletely sealed except for a tube connection to the re-
cordlng unit, \fas filled m th liquid rind no piston or 
packing was required. A liquid reservoir was used to in-
crease or decrease the fluid 1n the bellows, so t he gage 
would read z oro s.t no load. 
This bellows was capnble of withstarding the groateet 
tractor dravba.r load. · Its rupture point when placed under 
a statio load was approximately 151 000 pounds. It had a 
movement or 1/16 of an inch at 2000 pounds load. 
A dynamomotor of this type is small in size, light in 
weight, simple and sturdy. Its cost 1a low and i t per--
mi ta short coupling ot the tractor and implement. It !a 
suitable 'for either dlreot rending or recording. The cal-
ibration curve is a straight line. Q. 
3. ~ electric tzP! 
This typo or trs.nsm1ao1on dynanometer depends on eleo-
trici ty to measure the load while actual transmission of it 
may bo one or several different methods. 
In 1940, Giles (9) at the Univerait~ or llorth Carolina, 
constructed an elcctrio dynamom~ter which made use of tho 
"Electr1c-ul tra Micrometer C1rou1 t''. 
He describes its operation as rollows: The drawbar 
pull was transm1 ttod through two flat springs upon which 
are mount&d two condenser plates, The deflection ot the 
springs with load altered the distance between the two 
condensor plates . The electric current delivored by the 
electric ul.tra micromster circuit was proportional to the 
dis tanoe between th.a eondonsor pla tea and thoret01•e waa 
a measure of the draft 1n pounds. 
This dynamometer was reasonable 1n cost, aimple to 
make, and :perm1ttod -oloso coupling or thG tractor and 
implement. It proved unsatisfactory for the following 
reasons: 
l. The tn1crometor c1rou i t required batteries 
and radio tubes which had to be kept in 
good condition. 
2. Time was required to warm up the circuit 
before it would ope1~ate. 
3. The cal.1brat1on was not relinble since the 
condeneer plates were apt to become bent; 
and because the dielectric constant or 
dusty air between the condenser plates was 
not the swne as the. t for clean air. 
4. The meter was delicate and could not be 
easily read since there was no c onvenient 
method of d8.!npen1ng the metor hand 1n the 
field. 
For these res.sons this dynamometer was not as depend• 
able as other typea. The builder states that it was a 
good idea, but it didn't work. 
In 1938, Garver and Brooks (7), at the University 
or Calirornia Expor1ment Station , constructed an electri-
cal dynamometer capable or reading the horoepower directly 
1m amperes. 
'rh1s dynam.ometer nas made ao that the total our1•ent 
nowing 1n a eireu.1 t · was directly proportional to both 
the speed and the load. 
The current for this circuit was supplied by a sep-
, arately exc1 ted non-cocpound generator which delivered a 
voltage directl7 proportional to its rotational speed. 
Since this g enerator was driven from the front wheel of 
the tractor, the voltagG applied to the c1rou1t was equal 
to some constant times the speed of the tractor 1n miles 
per hour. 
The resistance or this circuit was varied by a rheo-
stat whioh was operated by tho apring whleh trans~1tted 
the tractor drawbar pull. This rheostat was so oonetructod 
that the resistance decreaeed directly with the extension 
or the spring end theret"ore the current decreased direetly 
as the dra~t in pounds. 
In order to keep the reniatance of the circuit in-
dependent of the wire temperature, cupron, an alloy ot 
nickel and copper, was used. This alloy had a eonstD.nt 
resistance regardleas of it~ temperatlu-e. 
The ourrant flowin g in a o1rouit is given by Ohms 
law as equal to the voltage applied across the oirou1t 
divided by the total ree1stanoo of the o1rcu1t. 
I E ca -
R 
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S1noe it has already been stated for this machine that 
and 
1 t follO\ffl that 
R = K2 x l draft 
I a K3 x speod x draft 
:i::: K4 x horsepoW&l'. 
The current measured by the ammete·tt is equal to some 
constant K4 t1:ues the horsepower. When properly oali• 
brated1 the ammeter read horsepower directly. 
Tho total work done in horsepo'tler hours could be ob-
tained for a test by the use or an nmp-hour meter, as thia 
meter will integrate the variations in current. 
This dynam.c>meter proved undes ira.ble as a dynamome ter 
f'or testing tractors, slnoe an excessive amount or time 
is required to mount the generator on the front wheel ot 
the tractor. 
4. Special t:rpes 
Wilson (25) desoribes the Polak dynamometer. Thia 
unit consisted or a copper oylinder 10 centimeters in di-
ameter, titted with a piston having a lO centimeter stroke. 
The Qylinder was fillod with water and ha.d a anall hole 
at its olosod end. The pull to be measured was applied to 
the liquid in the cylinder and pressure was set up propor-
tlo:inl to the pull. Thia pr6ssure .foi'c&d tho wate:r through 
the oroall orifice a..'1d out of t he cylinder. 'l'ho .amount of 
water expelled in a g iven tine was a r:w o.mire of the aver-
age pull exerted dlll'ing that time. 
This typa of L~strument is or li t tle value in te8t1ng 
~raotors 1 since 1~ 3ives only average values and t~se not 
directly. 
June Roberto (22) explains the uso of a nomogrnphic 
cha.rt tor tho Iowa ~namometor, On this chart the values 
of draft in pounds, speed 1n miles per hou r and horsepower 
developed were placed on three aep o.ra1;e lines~ which were 
spaced about two inches apart. 
When the draft in pounds tL~d the speed in miles per 
hour for any test ca.re known, 1 t was poasiblc by using a 
etraight edge to read the horacpower directly from the 
chart. 
Sch,,ab (23) des!gn~d and built a dynamometer cart in 
1947 at Iowa State Colle ge whien waa capable or measuring 
a 20,000 pound drntt load with an instrument which wo.a 
capable of recording only ~000 pounds pu11. 
Heth (13) points out that when strain gages are used 
aa tractor drawbar d7namometera 1 it ts difficult to elim-
inate the effects or drawbar wo1ght nnd side dro..ft rrom 
the results. 
UeCa11 (17) constructed a tranarn1ss1on dynamometer at 
-Ohio State University. This machine was a cart type~ 
-as-
hydraulic dynmnolileter; 1 t weighed 1000 poundc and tm:s onp-
ablo or measuring 0000 pounda of d.rlli't . It was equipped 
with a Gulley recording unit tor both power take-oft and 
drawbar loads. A di root reQding draft fitlge was used to 
~nd1oata the drawbar pull. 
The power take-off part of t he dynamometer consisted 
of a set of threo s procket& which were mounted on a frrune. 
' 
These three sprockets were connec ted to one another by a 
sing le link cbaln. A furthe r sproeko t was a dded as 12 
tightener. 
Tho sprocket carrying frame was p ivoted about tho 
driven sprocket; whenevor a load wno transmitted through 
this mechanism a torque wns plnood on the framo dirootly 
proportional to the load. Thia t orque waa ceasured and 
from 1t and the r.p.m., tho horsepower was oalculat~d. 
E. Summary 
In any dynamometor design , a detailed a tudy should 
be made in order to fix olearly in mind the conditions 
that are likely to be or.countersd. I t la then possible 
to build up the counter me asures that must be taken in 
order for the uni t to fu.notion satiofac tor!ly. 
The review of literature reveals the following general 
requlrementa ror a succeoaful drawbar ~namometert 
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l. A reasonable oos t a o that pro duo ti on o~ 
the unit 1 s f enni ble • 
2. It must be reliable and give aocurato data 
upon 'fdlich c onatruetiv& t;hinking ma:] be 
built. 
3. It must be adaptable to, and .function aoou-
rately, under all farm cond1t1ona. 
4. Its construction mu21t permit eaay ond rapid 
at t acbm.ent to any oamb1nat1on or tractor 
and implement~ ... 
5. A at.urdy and a trong eonntruction is nscoe-
sary so the un1 t will stand up under punish-
ment. 
6. Highly complicated devices aro ot no use 
unless they are rugged and a turdy and will 
work satisfactorily under all conditions 
which the7 may encounter. 
7 • . In the construction of any moaaur1ng unit 
extreme care should not bo put on one point, 
to mo.lee it very accurate, if another factor 
cannot be ma.de equally as accurate. 
a. The accurac7 of a machine should not exceed 
the purpose for which it is designed. 
9. A mochanism may be accurate but if it is 
awkward to use, or 1.f it does not permit 
, 
continuous operation, it will be undesir-
able as a dynamometer. 
10. Instantaneous direct readines, recordings 
or integrating devices, aro desirable tor 
both dra!"t and horsepower measurement. 
ll. As far as possible, the dynamo~eter should 
not alter the h1toh1ng arrangement since 
this will change the draft characteristics 
of the machine . 
12. A flexible h1toh will make it impossible to 
test a machine which must be r1gid1y sup-
ported. Examples of this are: a cultivator 
or a rubber-tired vehicle which is traveling 
on a down grade. The former cannot be 
properly adjusted, and the latter will tend 
to whip . 
13. Aa far as it 1a convenient, t he unit should 
be compact and easy to take care or. 
14. Every machine that ls mado should be cheoked 
carefully to eliminate any possible chance 
ot injury to those who are operating it. 
The review or literature also reveals that to date 
there ia no ine:xpens1 ve way or tleasuring drawbar power. 
No machine h.n.s been conatruotod which will operate ent1r9ly 
sat1sfaotor1ly to g ive direct instantaneous readings ot 
' 
both drawbar pull and horsepower developed. 
There is, therefore , a need for t he design and con-
struction of a tractor drawbar dyno.mometer, which will 
fulfill all th<! main requirements fur a maob.1ne or this 
.type, and which w11l opere. t <?! in a sat1s::f'a.ctory manne r to 
give direct and reoorded rendings tor both horsepower and 
dra!'t. 
This problem 1a considered to be important .rrom tl'e 
standpoint of pure soionce 1 and also for the general in-
struction and welfare of t he agricultural eownun1ty. 
-
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III.. INVESTIGATIOH 
A. Initial Investigation 
l. Objectives 
The main object of the investigation was to develop 
a good means o~ measuring th& instantaneous horsepower 
that is delivered by the drawbar of a tractor. 
2. Assum;etlona 
It ms a.ssllr.lod that an entirely nett approach to tm 
problem would be the one most likely to succeed. Xo 
special effort was made to improve upon the ideas of 
others, as it was generally concluded by the~ that their 
ideas were not the answer to t he problem. 
A formula for the horseporrer delivered by the draw-
bar of a tractor ie: 
H. P. ::s SD 
375 
(l.l) 
where H. P. 1e horsepower, S is the spoed in miles per 
hour, and D 1s the draft 1n pounds. 
Since horsepower is A function of the speed of the 
tractor multiplied by the drawbnr pull, the initial step 
-
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was assumed to be the discovery of a formula which oon-
tained1 within itself~ multiplication of at least two or 
its variables. This formula must also bo one 1n which 
accurate control or two of the constituents was considered 
~to be,. not only possible, but readily adaptable to the 
speed and draft of a tractor. Finally, if the formula was 
to be capable of multiplying an infinite number of com-
binations of two variables, it must have these additional 
features: e1 tber there must be only two s1p;n1.f1cant inde-
pendent variables in the formula, or the remaining s1g-
n1t1can t independent variables must always interact so 
as to produce a figure which is constant, or nearly oon-
atant, in value. 
It this ls so, the dependent variable will accurately 
indicate the multiplication of the two independent vari-
ables with which we are concerned. When such a formula 
has been discovered, the noxt a tep will be to find a 
method whereby the two multiplying factors may be varied: 
the one directly as the tractor speed, and the other 
directly as the drawbar pull. '.L'hia relationship is nec-
essary because only cons t ants may be introduced into the 
formula. All othei- t'aotors, except the variables repre-
senting speed, draft , and horsepower, must be constants 
or 1nteraot so as to produce a constant. 
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3. Method .2! procedure 
In the initial attempt, the formula which was chosen 
as a posaible means or multiplication was that wh1oh ap-
plies to an alternating ourrent o1rou1t containing in-
ductance and resistance in sorias. The formula ror such 
a circuit ls given by Gray (10 1 P• 302) as 
E ::1: IZ (l.2) 
1n which E is the voltage, I is the current in amperes , 
and Z ls the impedance of the circuit in ohms. 
Solving equation (1. 2 ) for I, we obtain 
(l.3) 
The impedance ror a circuit containing induotanoe 
and r~slstm1ee 1n aeries is expressed by Gray (10, p. ~11) 
in the tollowinB formula: 
(1.4) 
where Z is the impedance 1n ohms, R is the resistance or 
the c1rou1t ln obmo, a..~d X in the inductive reaotance 1n 
ohms. 
The 1nduot1vo roactance X is the nru:ie givon to n 
group or faotoro ~hich occur no frequently in alternating 
ourrent that they have bGen given this spacial name. 
Theae factors are given by Gray (10 1 p. 305) 1n the 
tormula1 
X: '2.'Tif'L (l.S) 
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where X is the inductive reactance in ohms, t is the fre• 
quency 1n cycles par second and L is the 1nduotance in 
henrys . 
The 1nductanoe L la as much a constant of a circuit 
as 1s its electrical resistance . 
If we choose a circuit 1n which the resistance is 
very small, the value of R in equation (l.4) may be 
neglected ond this equation becomes 
z :aH = x 
Substituting t h1a 1n equation (1.5) we onn write 
z ::: '2. '{\ f \... 
Putting this value of Z in equation {1.3} yields 
E I=----
'2...'T\ -{- \.... 
(1.6) 
(l.7) 
which 1s the approximate equation for an al ternat1ng cur-
rent circuit containing in series an inductance and a 
very low resistance. 
If there is some way to deliver alternating current 
at a constant voltage regardless or frequency, the equa-
tion (l.7) may be written 
I = ~L 
where Ki 1s a constant equal to ~ • 
'2. 'If 
(l.8) 
The attempted application of t his formula to the 
horsepower measurement of a tractor was as tollowsi 
-
It was decided to construct an A.a. generator and to 
run it at n speed di~eotly proportional to the speed of 
the tr•actor. This arrangement would give a !'roquenoy which 
wae directly proportional to the speed in miles per hour 
. of the tractor. 
The only compensation neoessar-1 under this arrange-
ment waa some means to k eep the vol ta.ge constant, regard-
leas or generator speed. 
The second aspect ot this approach was the construc-
tion ot an A.C. circuit whioh had very high inductance but 
low resistance. Some means would have to be devised 
whereby the inductance L. couid be varied direotl7 ns the 
drawbar pull or a tractor. 
If the above conditions are ful.f1lled the following 
equations oan be written. 
L :: K~ (l.9) 
where K2 is a constant, 
(l.10) 
where K3 is a constant. 
Substituting equations (1.9) and (l.10) in equation 
(l.8) 1 we obtain 
K4 
I :a-
SD 
-Inverting tho equation we get 
- 1 SD -::a-l K 4 {l.11) 
If we compare this equRt1on with equation (l.l)t the 
equation for horsepower, H. P. : -fil2, it 1a seen that the 
375 I 
horsepower will be measured as the inverse or the current 
in amperes. 
If we assume K4 must be mul.tiplied by K5 in order to 
make K~5 equal to 3751 the equations may be written 
$0 SD _l H.P.:: - = - ::1 
375 K4KS IK5 
'!'ho equation for horsepo""r becomes 
{l.12) 
4 • Apparatus 
In an alternating current circuit, tae los-sos which 
are due to hyst'7res1s tmd. eddy currents will be propor-
tional to the fx-oquoncy. 
In order to re duce thesfl losses to a minimum, n gen-
orator wh1oh would be able to produce a fairly high volt-
age at lov r.p.m. was desirable. 
A 12 volt, Dodge model G.I. starter generator wna 
eecured and thio was rewound into an A.C. generator with 
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the help of Dr. Pinney of tho Physics Department at Iowa 
State College. 
An inductive o1rcu1 t oontainina low resistance was 
constructed. '.rhe i nductance was varied by ohangin~ the 
length ot two air gaps in the magnetic circuit, 
Tho generator wa~ connected to this circuit and five 
tests were run. ~be voltage of the generator was kept 
oonntant a.t :ilx volts over a rnnge ot speed rrom 400 to 2000 
r.p.m. for all those t~8ta. 
ln the t"lrat three testG readings of amperage versus 
r . p.m. wore taken for fixed air gaps or 1/81 1/2, and l 
inch. 
In the ls.et two tests, readings of amperage veraua a 
changing air gap , from 0 to 4 inches, wore tcken for a 
tixed generator speed of 1000 end 1600 r.p.m. 
5. Results 
The curves or this data were plotted. An emp1r1co.l 
tormula wu eet up for the current flowing at 708 r.p.m. 
and a 1/2-inch air cap. This fo1~1la was now used to 
calculate tha expocted current at 2000 r.p.m. The dis-
erepa.noy between the actual and the calculated current 
revealed an error of 19.5 per cant. 
Since tho allo1uable error ror a tractor dynamometer 
should not exceed 5 per cent, the existing oqu1pment was 
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inadequate. This error was due prl..marily to hysterisis 
and eddy current loss: and .turthor ca1culat1ons were made 
to see if the method would function if a high grade mag-
netic alloy Aln1oo were used . These calculations revealed 
that tho errors due to losses would be less than 5 por 
cent for only a narrow range of frequency . For this 
reason, another model waa not mnde. 
The discovery was made that the generator conatruoted 
was acting as a four pole machine instead of a two pole 
as planned. This discovery was IlUlde wen a test or the 
generator was made on an oaollloscope. The poas1b111ty 
of cutting the losaea 1n half was now present, but such 
a change would still have lett the error due to los&es at 
a1most 10 per cent. Dr. P1nnoy of the Physics department 
at Iowa State College tested t ho generator . He said that 
tho wave form was perfect. It oeemed apparent that there 
was nothing :further which could be done to the original 
unit to imp·rove 1 t and so 1 t wo.s abandoned a.s a working 
solution to the problem. 
6. Cono-lusions 
Tho use of an al ternating cur rent circuit containing 
inductance is not a feasible means of measuring tractor 
drawbar horsepower, unleao the losses due to hysteriaia 
and eddy currents can be reduced t o a point where the 
desired aoourncy can now be obtained. 
A soarch for high-performance ma.gnotic alloys did 
not reveal any that were much superior to Alnico. 
The conclusion was made that lUl far as present in-
formation revealod, t~re was no apparent solution to the 
problem of horsepower measurement by tho alternating cur-
rent, inductive o:l:rcuit method . 
B. Final Inves t1gat1on 
1. Method .2f. procedure 
a. ~ theory S1f_ i!!!, o!voted ~· Tho .final approach 
was conaerned with the transmitting of a ~orce in a 
mechanical manner. The force tranami tted was directly 
proportional to ope ed and the manner 1n which 1 t was trans-
m1 tted wa.s ohD.nged by the draft. The mechanical linkage 
we.a oonatructed so the ma."lner in which !oree '118.B trans-
mitted was directly proportional to drai't; and the force 
transmitted wQa directly proportional to the manner or 
transmittance. 
The mechanical linkage in essence oonsioted ot a 
pivoted beam to which forcos wero uppllod. This beam was 
kept in equ111br1um under the action of these forces . In 
suoh a case the olockw1ee moment muat bo equal to the 
counter-oloekw1.se moment. 
It was thought that it might be po9sible to apply 
the clockwise moment £rom the 1n1 t1al values or speed and 
draft and to read their mul t1plicat1on as the counterclock-
wise m.omont was meauu red. 
The f 1rs t drawing in Figure 3a trill be used to eJCP lain 
the theory whoreby a pivoted beam can be used to multiply. 
In the figure tho beam ls represented by a horizontal line 
which is pivoted at the point 1'A''• The clockwise moment 
is applied by the .force "11 '' which is a. t a dis ton ee "Xi'' 
trom the pivot point. The oounterolook\'Jise momont 1s ap-
plied by a roroe "F0 " at a distance "X0 " rrom the pivot 
point. 
The following formulas will now be developed. 
Since tor a pivoted beam 1n equilibrium th0 clockwise 
moment ls equal to the counterclockwise moment, the fol-
lowing equation may be writtena 
FX1 = F0 X0 
Solving the equation for ? , we get 
(2.l) 
(2.2) 
Now the formula for drawbar horsepower by equation (l.l) 
is, 
SD 
H. P. o -
375 
The similarity of this equation to equation (2.2) is 
The names of the dlfferont parts or the in~ tantaneoua 
multiplier, represented by numbers in Figure 3a, are 
given as followsi 
l. The draft-pre:isure cylinder 
2. The spring-loaded piston 
3. The pivoted boam 
4. The pivot support 
5. The pivot bearings 
6. The pivot ehaf't 
7. The self-aligning coupling 
a. The speed-pressure cylinder 
9. Tho loading piston 
10. The rolling bearing 
' 11. The restraining bearing 
12. The horsepower cylinder 
13. The rcatrn1~1ng piston 
14. The recording gage 
15. The sliding plate 
16. The 1'I" beam 
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easily seen. Referring to the oecond part of Figure 3a 
it is seen that the pivoted beam will be both hydraulic-
al.ly loaded and r estrained . I.f we let the piston which 
supplies the force F0 have an area A0 , and it the p~easure* 
~upplied to this cylinder be denoted by P0 ; t he following 
equation 1a truei 
(2. 3) 
whore F
0 
is the force in pounds, P0 the prQssura 1n p.a.1 . , 
and A0 the area is oquare lnohes. lf we let t he pinton 
which talces_ up the force V (tho restraining piston) have 
an aroa A1 ~ and 1f the pressu:'o above this piston ls de-
noted by P1 , the equation for F bGcomea 
(2 . 4 ) 
where P is the force in pounds P is the pressure in p.s . 1 . , 
and A1 is the area in aquare inches . 
Substituting equations (2.3) and (2.4} in equation 
(2 . 2) we get 
Rearranging the terms we obtain 
(2.5) 
*n7dro.ulic pres sure 1n t his thesis will be measured 
in pounds per square inch and will be \Vritton as p.s . 1 . 
It the .distance x1 , !'rom tbc cen t e r of the restrain-
ing piston to the pivot point, 1s fixed, the value ot x1 
becomes a constant. 
Since the values or A0 and A are also constants, the 
~aluo ~r A1X1 may be denoted by a constant K6• 
Ao 
t1on llll\Y be written 
K A1X1 e=-
Ao 
Using equation Ce.a), equation (2.5) becomes 
P ~ PoXo 
Ko 
The equa-
( 2.6) 
( ~. 7) 
If' the pressure P 0 in t11e loading pis ton is made di-
rcctly proportional to the tractor speed 8 1 and if the 
distance X0 1a :made directly proportional to the tractor 
draft D, the .following equations may be written: 
where JC7 and Ke are o ons tan t s. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Substituting equations (2.B) and (2.9) in equation 
( 2 • 7) :Vie ld B 
Rearranging t he terms the equation beoomos 
(2.10) 
The horsepower formula aa given 1n equation (1.1) 
is ...fill H.P • = 375 
From the a 1.milari ty of the formulaa 1 t is seen tm t wo will 
want to mensure the horsepower in terms of P, the prsssure 
in pounds per square inch in tho Itorsepo,-:er Cylinder. 
At this point it is necessary to establish what quan-
tity of horsepower we w1oh to measure. The maximum draw-
bar horsepower is not expected to exceed forty. 
The maximum drawbe.r pull tor this problem was taken cia 
3000 pounds and the l!laximum speed as s 1x miles per hour. 
Let Kg be equal to the amount ot horsepower repre-
sented by one pound per aquare inch (p.s.1.) of hydraulic 
preasure 1n t he restraining piston. This may be oxproo3ed 
as 
H.P. = Kg P (2.ll) 
From equations (1.1) 1 (2.10) and (2.11) we can write 
375 
(2.12) SD ::. - = 
From this we can make the equation, 
SD -= 375 (2.1:5) 
Solving tb1s oquatlon we havo, 
(2.l~) 
-where K7 is given by equation (2.8), Ke b7 (2.9)• ~9 by 
(2.ll), and Ks by equ&tion (2.s). 
If we substitute t he value of Ke into equation (2.6), 
we obtain 
l - (2.15) ~75 
We will call the term AoK7Ka the ''Machine Constant" 1 A1X1 
and Kg we will call the "Gago Oona tant''. It is by 1'1.xing 
these two constants that we will bring about a simple and 
direct reading of direQt horsepower. 
It Kg in equation (2.ll) 1s equal to unity• the form 
of equation (2.15) will be 
Ao K7 Ka= _L 
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and the horaepower will be read ne one horsepower tor every 
p.s.1. ot gage pressure. 
A K7Ka l If the value ot 0 is not equal to ~,75 , 1t :nay A1X1 "" 
be possible to make AoK7KQK9 equal to l by arbl-
A1X1 375 
trarlly chooe1ng Kg so o.s to produ:e this result. 
It appears highly probable that some comblnat1on or 
values £or K11 Kg, Kg, A0 , A1 1 and x1 can be round which 
will produce a machine which wi 11 re au horoepower with 
each horsepower represented by some oonvenion t ev&n number 
or p.s.1. pressure . All readings of horsepower with th1a 
pivoted bearit method will be direct and there will be no 
p 
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compaction or readings at any part or the dial. If each 
horsepower is represented by an even nmnber of p.s.1. 
pressure, 'no calibration of the dial will be needed; but 
n standard dial fnce graduated in p.a.1. will be usod. 
be Distance proportional J:2_ draft. The first oond1• 
tion requlrcd is that the distance X
0 
be directly propor-
tional to the draft or tho tractor, equation (2.9). This 
condition oan be fulfilled 1n the following manner. The 
drawbar pull if transmitted through a h7draulic cylinder 
will give a hydraulic presou.re which is directly propor-
tional. If this pressure is fed to a spring loaded piston, 
a distance will then be obtained whioh is directly propor-
tional to drawbe.r pull. 
c. Force proportional !2 BEeed. Tho second condi-
tion required by equation (a,a) la thut a hydraulic pres-
sure must be obtained which ls directly proportional to 
the speed of the tractor in miles per hour. 
It is lmown that an r.p.m. can be obtained which is 
directly proportional to the rate of ground travel, and 
that this r.p.m. is transmitted into force in the speed-
ometer or a ear. Since it appeared that this problem 
would require a much greater force than that !ound in 
speedometers, the help of an electr1col eng1naer we.is 
sought . 
Dr. Boaat, in the electx•ical engineering depnrtment 
-
of Iowa State Collego, suggested that t l1e beat means of 
aolv.1ng this problem w<>u1d be by the use of a separately 
excited D.C. generator. He indicated that as long as the 
load on the generator was kept oonstant, the torque on 
the generator housing would usually be directly propor-
tional. to the r.p.m. 
A case where t bis wou1d not be true would be one in 
which the armature reo1stance of the generator was con-
siderable. In this case, the I.R. drop in the armature 
oircuit could not be neglected; the ter:nina1 voltage would 
not be di1~ctly proportional to the r.p.m. or the gener-
ator # and this would spoil the direct rolat1onsh1p batween 
the houa1ns torque and the r.p.m. Usually the armature 
resistance 1s so small it can be neglected. The only other 
tactor that might cause seriou!I trouble would be that 
arising out ot armature reaction. He 1nd1cated that a 32 
volt motor or generator would probably be the unit best 
suited to the problem. It wns pointed out that armature 
reaction could be kopt at a minimum if the armature cur-
rents used. were kept aa mnall as possible. Dr. Boast also 
indicated that thG housing torques would decreas e 1n value, 
as low armature currents ware used; but a balance could 
probably be struck wh1oh would be a solution to both 
problem•. 
Arnw.ture reaction osn be reduoed by the use of a 
-generator which oontaina interpoles, but a solution to the 
problem was attelllPted with a generator whloh did not con-
tain theso. 
A review of tho theory conneetod with separately-
exci ted, direct-current generators was made and a brief 
presentation or this will now be undertaken. 
Marks (16 , P• 1997) gives t he following fornsulae ror 
an electrical generator: the induced e.m.r.* ~E0 1a given 
as., 
(3.l) 
where K10 1:: a oonataht; ~ t he flux tmtering the armature 
from one north pole; N the speed in r.p.m. 
The terminal voltage V io given by the equation, 
V = E - Ia Ra 
where Ia is the amature current and Ra 1s the armarure 
resi~tance including the brush nnd contact resistance. 
The electrical torque developed by the arm.ahlre ls 
given by Marks (16 1 p. 2001) as, 
where K11 is e. constant. 
The electrical torque placed upon tho generator hous-
ing will be app roxima. toly equal to toot required by the 
armature, since it is the electrical interference of this 
housing t~t is reepons1blo for the electrical load on 
the armature. 
~e.m.r. moans eleotroraotive force 
-
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The roe chan1onl forces required to ovoroome bearing 
£r1ction 1 or to accelerate the armature, a.re not tranG• 
ferred over to the housing. 
The mechanical friotion drag of the brushsa nnd eomo 
~lnd rosiatance will add to t...1-ie total torque placed on 
the generator housing. These mechanical ro~oes will be 
considered at a l~ter point in the problem. All references 
to t~e torque are for tho preuent eonsiderod to be that 
which is eleotr1oally applied. 
The formula for the housing torque ma.y be vr1 tten the 
same as that given ror armature torquo, ainee th~ two are 
approximately equal. 
Since 1 t is the torque on tho housing that is import-
ant to this probl em, ruturo re~erences to torque will be 
ta.ken to mean the eleotr1cal torque on the genera.tor 
housing, 
Since the housing torque 1a approxL~ately equal to 
the electrical arma.turo torque, it may be expressed by the 
same formulaJ namely~ 
T = K11 ~ Ia 
The current flowing in tho generator armature is tho 
sS!:le as the current in tho total oircuit composed of the 
armature plus an outside reslotunce. ~'his onn be expressed 
aa, 
(~.4) 
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where Ia is the current in the generator armature, and le 
is the current in the external resistance. 
Ohms law for the current flowing in a resistance is 
~ 
E 
I= R (3.5) 
where E is the voltage, R the resistance in ohms. The 
current rlowlng 1n the external resistru1ce is, therefore, 
v 
Ie = -
Re 
where R is the resistance 1n the external oirou1t. 
(3.6) 
Substituting equations (3.2) mid (3 .4) in equation 
(3.6) we hav& 
I E - IaRa a = Ro 
Substituting equation (3.1) in (3.7) yields 
Ia = K10 ~ N - Ia Ra :i KlO ~ 11 _ 
Re Re 
In Ra 
Re 
Since the armature resistance, Ra, is very small and R8 
is large 1n comparison, the value of the term Ia Ra can 
Re 
be neglected and the equation for Ia may be written 
K10 ~ N 
Ia=----
Re 
Substituting equation (3.8) in (3.3), we obtain 
which becomes 
'2. 
T. :: Kio K11 ¢ ll 
Re 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
p 
-so-
'l.. 
If <\i and Re remain constant the value of K10 K11 ~ can 
Re 
be reprenented b'J a constant K12 and the .rormula 1s re~ 
d.uoed to 
(3.10) 
From this formula it is seen that tho hou~ing torque is 
directly proportional to the r.p.m. of tho generator. 
In order to keep tho external resistance, Re, at a 
constant value~ it is necessary to use a type of wire which 
has a constant temperature ooattio1ent. Tho resistance or 
auch a coil or wire will remain appreciabl7 the Bs:!le re-
gardless of the current tlow1ng in the wire. 
For this purpoao 1 oonstantan w1re was thought to be 
suitable. In order to keep the .flux ~ constant it was 
necessary to use a separately excited generator. When 
auch a generator is used, the only fa.otor wh1oh may seri-
ousl:r alter the .rlux is armature reaction. This is caused 
by the current which is flowing in tho n~nature. When-
ever a current tlows in a 'Wire, it sets up n field about 
th() wire itael!'. Tho armature currants set up a field 
which lies across the main flow of flux through the orma-
ture. 
This secondary t1old 1s opposed to the main tlwc at 
one side of the pole and nsais ts the inaln .flow at the 
other side. 
Tho effect of the secondary flux is to deflect the 
main flux so that instead of going directly across the 
armature it 1a concentrated at one sido of each pole. 
The tlux then proceeds acrosn the armature at an angle to 
meet the flux concentration entering the oppooito pole. 
When the tlux is made to flow in this manner, the 
amount of flou is reduced. It is t his reduction ln flux 
that is the result of armature reaction, and the amount 
of reduction will be proport1ona1 to the armature current. 
It is possible to construct a generator in which the 
armature reaction is compensated for, but this is not true 
or the generator used in this problem. The only way left, 
in which to avoid excess 1ntorference by armature reaction, 
is to keep the armature currents below a certain value. 
Thia was dono by inaerting a fairly high resistance 
1n the external o1rou1t. Tho actual determination of 
this resistanc~ was done by experiment. If the torque on 
the generator fails to keep a constant relationship with 
speed, while the generator is a till w1 thin the r.p.m. re-
quired by a traotor traveling at six milos per hour, either 
the external res1stanoe must bo increas ed or another gen-
erator which 1s not affected by armature reaction must be 
secured. 
If these measures nre success1'ul 1 equation (3.9) 
will be true and the torque will be directl y proportional 
to the r.p.m. of the generator. 
Onoe this oond1t1on ha.a boen ostablishod it will only 
be neceasnry to convert this torque into hydraulic pres-
sure. Thie problem can be solved by transferring the pull 
from the generator housing to a hyd.raQ11c cylinder and 
piston. This will give us hydraulic pressure directly 
proportional to r.p.m. and the conditions of equation (2.8) 
will be 1\iltilled. Then no more difficulties of great 
importanoo will appoar to be left in the way or direct 
horsepower measurement. 
2. Apparatus 
a. ~ generator. ~"be generator was constructed 
rrom a 32 volt D.c. motor. 
The following information vns listed on the name-
plate: 
D.C. Motor, Model Ho. 299731 Type SD• Frame 12461 
Form D, Volts 321 Amps. 9' H.P. 1/4 1 Speed 1725, 
oomp. wound, Temp rise 40 open, Time rating ., 
flo. DE, Gen. Eleo. Co., Schenectady, H.Y. U.S.A. 
lio. 20920. 
Since tho moto1• was compound ·wound, 1 t was t!rst 
necessary to remove the compound winding. 'l'here is usually 
a e1T. volt supply of D.C. current on a modern tractor, 
so the . deoision wns ms.do to re-wind the field coils in a 
Wlcy' which would permit their excitat ion by a six volt 
source instead of 32. 
'Phis was done by splitting the field coll wire into 
..... 
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a number or e qua1 pa the and n parallel c 1rcu1 t was f'ormed 
in place or a series circuit. 
Since the va1ue of 6 volts 1s approximately 18.7 per 
cent of 32 volts, the new resistance of one of the equal 
1ength paths should be appro.ximntely 18.7 per cent of the 
reslstanoe of the field coil wire if the same amount ot 
t1eld current is to be kept flowing in the Wire. 
The 8.1:\ount of heat produced in a conductor b7 an 
electric current is given by Hausmann (11 1 P• 370) as 
(4.l) 
where W is the energy 1n joules~ (liberated in the form 
of heat). R is the resistance in ohms , I is amperes, and 
t is the time in seconds. 
From this equation it is seen that t he heat liberated 
varios as the square of the current. It was for this 
reason that the deo1a1on was made to keep the tield cur-
rent close to its former vnl.ue and prevent a cooling 
problem. 
From the otandpoint or this research it ia desirable 
to have a generator wh ich has a high torque, and s1noe 
the torque is proportional to the square of t he flux 
(equation 3.9), Qil attempt was made to increaso the r1ux 
set up by the field coils. 
~One joule is equal to 0. 239 calories. 
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The flux produced by a coil o! vd. re is given by Gray 
(lO, p.68) and may be written as 
<\I a 4 /ll l~ ~; A ( 4. 2) 
where <\> 1a given in maxwells, or linos, n is the number 
of turns or wire, I tho current, /--<- the perroeability of 
the metal, A the oross•seotional area 1n square cent1-
motera, and le the longth of the magnetic path in centi-
meters. 
The only fnotcrs in the above formula vihich are 
affected by the tie ld coils are the amp-turns "nI" • 
Since wo have already decided not to increase the 
field current, tl"e only way left to increase t he flux 1a 
by 1.ncres.s1ng the number of turns ot wire in the :!'ield 
coils. 
The amount by which we can increase the length, or 
weight, of the f 1eld coil wire in terms of the original 
length of wire, can be computed as tollows: Let the 
1n1 ti al resistance of the tiold coil be ''x'' ohm.a and to 
this we will add "y'' ohms to produce a total series re-
ais tance of "x + y" ohms. 
It has b een stated that the resistance of each path 
in the new parallel circuit should be 18 . 7 pe r cent of the 
inl t1al .f 1eld coll resistance "x". We will have to split 
t he total length of wire into an evon number of ooilst 
such as 21 4 1 6 1 etc., so an equal number may be placed 
on each or the two poles of the generator. 1f we split 
the total length into six equal parts, the best approxi-
mation is made towards producing a coil whic~ has a re-
s1s tance of lS.7 per cent of the initial resistance. 
This will be true because the additional resistance "y" 
will be small in terms of the 1n1 t1a1 res is ta:noe "x". 
Having establishedsix as the number of parts into 
which we wish to spl1 t t he total leng t h of w1re 1 we oan 
express the reels tance of oaoh part as x : Z • Since 
this value is expected to be 18 . 7 per cent of r'.x", the 
initial resistance, we may write the equation, 
x + y:: 18.7 x 
6 166 
Solving this equation we obtain 
y = O.l2x 
and we conclude that the field current will remain the 
s~~e if the initial coil is increased in length by 12 
per cent of its ori ginal value. 
The 12 per cont figure was not used, however 1 except 
as a general guide . One hundred and fifty feet (approxi-
mntely ) of additional mngne t w1ro was bought and added to 
t he initial field 0011 wire . 
The re sis tanoe of this total leng th of wire was 
measured on a L.c. R. i opodanoe bridge, type 650-A, made 
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hy the General Radio Coapany 1 Cambridge, Maas ., U.S.A. 
This resistance was approximately 26.4 oh:ns and the measure-
ment wns done in the electronics laboratory of the phy31es 
building at Iowa State College. 
In order to obtain the six equal divisions, too en-
tire leng th o:r the co 11 v1as first stretched out 1n e. sing le 
length. The wire was then doubled back to fom tuo equal 
parts. Theso ~o wires Ytere paced and marked into three 
separate and equal lengths. The two end sections were now 
swung into the center section and six equal longth.s were 
tori.ied. 
These lengths or wire were rolled onto a large v-
belt pulley, f'rom which it was hoped that they could be 
unwound and divided 1nto two parts. They became entangled 
and it was necessary to cooplotely unwind the wires before 
separation could be secured. This, next time they were 
wound on two different pulleys. 
From each pulley, the three wires were unwound onto 
a square, wooden rorm whloh was turning in a lathe. When 
the flrat 0011 was coMple to, it was romoved ft•om the form, 
and then the second. coil was wound in the sa.me manner a.a 
the first. 
Theee ooils were wound with black tape and then oare-
~ully ~itted into the gonorator, Ai"ter t hey had been 
p~operly shaped to fit th& curvature or the generator, 
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they were removed. The tape was taken off and a coating 
or glyptal applied. The _oo1ls wore no t t aped again and 
were returned to the generator ntter t he glyp t al paint had 
dried. This was done in order tha t maximum cooling of the 
ooils would be obtained. 
The cast iron legs woro sawn from t ho generator hous-
ing in ordor to elL1t11nate s ome of t he o .ff ecta of sravi cy 
from the poaition of the gene rator hous ing which was now 
to be pivoted on two bearings. The generator wns placed 
in a lathe and the housing vas s haped so two ball bear-
ings could be slipped onto eaoh end of the frame . 
The generator, equipped with these bearings, was 
mounted in a wooden .frame and tba generator armature was 
driven by a "V" pu1ley wh1oh was belted t.o a variable 
speed electric motor. 
b. !h!?, ext ernal resist ance . The external res1stanco 
was made .from No. 20 consto.ntan wire. The cross- sectional 
area or No. 20 wire is given by Marks (16 1 p. 1 967) as 
1020 circular mils. The resistivity of oonstantan is 
quo t ed by Hausmann (11, p. 374) as 295 ohms per circular 
mil per .foot. 
Tho gensrator had been rat ed as a 9 ampere motor. 
From this the assump tion was mo.de t ha t a n external re-
aistanoe would be suffici ently large i f i t redteed tho 
current to 2 amperes. Suoh a resi8tance must be equal to 
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16 ohms 1r it is to be used on a 32 volt source. 11h1s 
was calculated from Ohms lnw. 
The resistance of a wire is given by Hausmann (11 1 
P• 372) as 
Rm (0 ! (5.1) 
A 
where fO is the resistivity of the metal,. l the length, 
and A the area. 
When p is expreaaod in ohm-circular mil por root 
and A is given in circular cils 1 tho length l must be 
expressed in feet. 
Rearranging equation (5.1) 1 we have 
RA 
l = -
'° 
(6.2) 
We have already stated the type of wire we wish to 
use, including its resistivity and cross-sectionnl area. 
We have further said that vre wish to obtain a resistance 
of 16 obma. Substituting theae values into equation (5.2) 
we obtain 
l ~ 16 x 1020 a 55 3 re t 295 • e • 
For the initial sotup, onl y ~l feet of oonstantnn w1ro was 
saow•ed. 
A ·renisto.nce W11t wns oonstructed from this wire in 
the following manner. The cotton oovaring was first ro-
moved and tba n the wire wao made into n small eprlng. 
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This job was done on a lathe into which a 1/2-inch round 
wooden e take had been .. plaoed. The lathe was sot 1n a 
thread-cutting position and at a low number or threads 
p er inch. 
• One end or the wire was fastened to the a take at a 
point close to the lathe chuck. The machine was thrown 
into reverse operation and the slow travel o~ the carriage 
was uaed to even1y wind the w;ire on the stake. 
This spring or resistance wire was removed from the 
stake and hooked across a 220 volt A.C. source of elec-
tr1o1 ty. The wire becane wh1 te hot. After a half-minute 
the wire was unplugged from the A.c. o1rou1t m1d allowed 
. to cool. This opera.t1on coated the surface or the wire 
with an oxide and made it dull in color. 
A wooden spool, approximately six inchos long by 
tour 1nohes in d1amotor was constructed by placing small, 
ciraular wooden sticka at dafin1 te intervals arotmd the 
oiroumferenoe of a circle. These sticks were supported 
at tho ends by holes which had been drilled in two blocks 
or wood. 
The resistance spring was now wound about the cir-
cumference of the spool to farm the oomple te re ais tan oe 
Wlit. 
Any portion of the t.otal length of wire could be used 
for th8 load on the generator. 
...eo-
c. .!!!!. 1n3tantaneou:s multiplier. F'urther reference 
to tha torm ttinsto.ntaneous mult1pl1or'' in this thesis will 
be given es I.M. and it will be understood that a multi-
plier of the pivoted beom type 1a implied. 
~ (l) Initial unit. A rough model of an I.M. was con-
structed in the spring of 1948 in whioh the beam consisted 
of a steel. bar, and t oo load was applied to it by a "V" 
belt pulley. The hydraulic piston, which supplied the 
load to the pulley, wan carri~d on a small wooden oar. 
The oar was equipped w1 th small 11 V1' belt pulley wmels 
and ran on a track which o ons1sted of two s mall steel rods. 
The generator housing was restrained by a linkage 
wh1Qh connec ted to a diosel injection piston about 0.6 
inches in diameter. A length of rubber tubing waa ua ed 
to connect . t he diesol injeotion cylinder to the cylinder 
which was on the wooden oar. The outslde diameter of the 
tubing was a halt-inch and the inside diameter was one-
e1ghth or an inch. 
'rhe cylinder on the car was one taken fr<Xn an air-
plane and it had an area approximately three times that 
of the diesel cylinder. 
The cylinder which was used to restrain the beam was 
o. war surplus unit meant to operate the bomb bay doors on 
a B-29 airplane. The outside diameter of this cylinder 
was approximately 2-3/4 inches. 
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Tho piston aotod on tho beam at n point which was 
only two inches trom tne /pivot point. 
Tho hydraulic gage used to record tho pressuro in the 
restraining piston was made tor an oxygen tank 1n acety-
lene welding. It was mado by Smith Corporation and was 
capable of measuring 30 p.s.1. 
This rough unit was tested and did not prove satis-
' 
tactory; but .valuable information was gained. 
In general, the parts were not constructed wellenough, 
and the forces or friction and gravity caused serious 
interterenoe. 
The whole system was sluggish, and some attempts were 
made to free it up. 
The hydl'aul1o cylinders used to load the beam were 
placed in equilibrium by the addition of lead weights to 
the light airplane cylinder. Brake tlu1d was used in 
those cylinders Jnstead of No. 10 oil. Thie was not sat-
isfactory as excessive leakage occurred at the airplane 
cylinder. 
The movement of the beam was considered excessive; 
this was largely due to tho close coupling between the 
pivot point and the restraining piston. 
The system was not abandoned bocause no errors were 
round whlch were 1nonpable of being remedied. 
This unit was scrapped and a new attempt was made to 
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build an I.M. whioh would contain few or no interfering 
taults. · 
( 2) Final unl t. This nev unit was constructed when 
more time was available ond care was taken to make it well. 
• In order to overcome the problem of cylinder leakage, 
rour u&ad diesel injection pistons were aecul'()d f'rom the 
Diesel generating plant at Story City. 
A new beam was oonotruoted b7 w0ld1ng together two 
&!?.18.ll channel irons. This beam wo.s emoothed ofr on the 
top and bottom by a surface grinder. The final outside 
dimensions were 22-7/au x l" x l-1/2'' .. 
The beam wao mounted ao the depth was greater than 
the width. 
A hole was dr1llod through the side or the boam 14 
inches from one end, and a steel bushing wru1 presoed into 
theae holes. A short steel aha.ft was pl.aced through the 
bushing and mado secure by two nlla.n set screws. Thia 
steel ehat't was ground a ten-thousandth of an inch over-
size 1n a .conterless grinder, and two emall ball bear-
ings were pressed onto the ends. 'l'wo brass pl.a te:s 1 three 
1ncheo square, were drilled in the center and into these 
the two pivot boarin3s were in3erted with a light presa 
tit. The brass plates were drilled and tapped at the out-
side corners and wore fastened, eaoh to a strip o~ 3/16-
inoh rlat iron by means of eight small screws. These 
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sorewa paa5od through holes drilled in tho ~l.At irons and 
wore anohorod in the tapped hol~n or the brass plates. 
The holes through the flat irons were made oonslde~ably 
larger thB.4'1 tha acre•tn in ordor t o perm! t a leveling o.r 
the benm crossways. 
The tlat iron strips were drilled with a single hole 
at the base, and by moans of thio wero fastened ~o the 
central section or an 11 I" boom. Two brass cylinders acted 
as epaeers tox- the tla t irons and were placed on both aides 
ot tho I beam; they hnd been drilled through tho oenter 
and a bolt was now passed through all five members . In 
this way tho flat iron strips were seeurol1 attacl'led to 
the I beam. 
The I beam was 3 inches high by 2-5/16 inches wide. 
It had been eeoured to aot as a base tor the I.M., and 
also to provide a rlat surface upon ilhich a sliding unit 
could rest. 
The total length of the I beam secured was 7 feet, 
but only 22-7/8 inches were uaed ~or the I.u. 
One flange or the I beam waa oho~en for the top, and 
the upper surface of this waa out smooth 1n a milling 
machine . S!nco this aurfac~ still offered considerable 
sliding tr1ot1on, the I berun was fastened on a grinder, 
and the surface was ground smooth. This grinding action 
was best done with a ver-1 quick stroke and a light cut. 
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It was also necessary to trim the stone with a diamond 
several times in order· to keep it cutting freely . 
A brass plate 5x3-l/2xl/2 inches (approximately) was 
secured as the bearing for the smooth uppe r surf ace of 
the I beam. In order to keep this plate int egral with 
the I beam, except tor sliding ~ot1on 1 tno brass bars were 
bolted to t he edges of the plate. Thoao bars were cut in 
a milling machine so they contalnod a groove, which was 
slightly larger than the edge of t he upper flm ge on the 
I beam. This flange was formed by turning t he I beam on 
its aide and bolting it to the bed of a milling machine . 
The undors1de of each flange was cut a.way to approxi-
mately 1/2 inch depth. It was this flange and groove 
arrangement which anchored tho sliding plate to the ma-
chine and guided its movement. 
One of the Diesel injection pistons was used to slide 
the plate . It wa3 desirable that this movement be at 
l.enst five inches. If possible, a ten-inch movement would 
be best 1 since this would increase tho accul"aoy of the 
machine aa tar as drawbar loads were concerned. 
The Diesel injection piston would only permit a throw 
ot four inches (approximately), but i t s perm1ns1ble throw 
was 1noroaaed to over eight inches in the following manner. 
The top of the pls ton was turned do\1tl in a la t he 
until 1t was smaller than the plunger 1 t sel.!". The piston 
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was made ot exceedlngly hard steel nnd it was nooessary 
to uso a cutting tool"t>f sinter~d tungsten oerbide 1n 
order to turn 1 t. The cutting tool remained continuously 
at a red heat during tho operation. It ls possible with 
cl outting tool ot this lT'.etal to cut steel so hard that 
the shavings burn up as soon as they are cut. 
With the piston out away, 1t ims now possible to sink 
the pi3ton way down in its bor& and still maintain an inoh 
or 30 or prac1s1on contact. 
It waa in this 'wa.7 thnt the throw of the piston was 
doubled. 
When the piaton wo.:i in ths recedod poa1t1on 1 1 t pro-
truded several inchos out of the base ot the cylinder. 
It became necessary to increase the length or tho cylinder 
1n order to accommodate tho piston. 
The cylinder was made of high grade oast iron aid 
was therefore quite sort. 
The outside dimneter of the cylinder was 1-5/8 inches 
(approximately ) and was threaded v:ith a 1-1/4 inch die on 
a p1pe threading machine (no oil was used , since the 
lubrication is not needed for cast iron or brnss). 
A 1-1/4 inoh pipe coupling , a 5-inch length of pipe, 
a."ld a pipe cap were added to the bylinder to produoe an 
ovarall cylinder length of 13 i nches . 
When the piston 11aa in the receded position, it was 
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alao neoeosary ~~at it be lengthened by nn amount eur~ 
t1c1ent to ensure n projection of at least t v10 inohes 
beyond the end of t he cylinder. 
The end or t he steel eyl1nder already h~d a small 
circular projection> which was a half-inoh in diameter 
and 1-1/4 in·chcs in length. This projection was used 
to secure a circular steel bar to the top or tbe piston. 
The end of the bar we.a drilled slightly larger than the 
projection and the union of the two was mndo secure by 
an allen set screw~ which was entirel7 o~bedded in the 
bar • . 
The steel bar was turned to 0.975 inch 1n diameter 
and so was smaller than tho piston itoelf 1 v,hioh mea-
s~~~d 0ne inch 1n diameter. 
Tho other end of the bar was drilled and tapped. 
A length of threaded rod was used to ueauro this end to 
an alur:iinum housing, which contained a self-al1gn1?1£ 
bearing. 'l'his ~Rring was attached to tho sliding brass 
plate b7 a 3/16-inch bolt which passed through both 
members. 
The hole which was drilled in the brass plate \"IRS 
also tappod and 1 ts base was cut away 1n order that tho 
head or the bolt would not contact the surra.oe or the I 
beam. 
_,.. 
A short length of a light spring was placed over 
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the bolt and betweon t ho aluminum housing and the plate. 
This arranget:tent proYided a meo.ns to carry the weight of 
the piston and yet permit it to float 1n the cylinder. 
A burr was placed on the top of tho bolt, but it was not 
.tightened. 
In order to obta in a travel of the plate that was 
proportional to t he hydraulic prossure in the cylinder• 
1t waa necessary to sp ring load the piston. 
Two door spring , 13-1/4 inches long and a half'· 
lnoh 1n diameter, wore used. 
A brass plate 4-l/2xl-l/4.x3/8-1nches was placed at 
tho end or the cylinder. 
The plate was drilled in tho center and placed over 
the short leng th of pipe that was threaded into the end 
ot the cylinder plug. Two holes, three inchoe on centers 
and a hal.r-lnch 1n diameter, wore drilled 3/4 of an inch 
from the two ends of the plate. Two more l/ 4-inch holes 
were drilled vertically domlward through t he plate and 
they struck the halr-1nch holes at their centers. The 
circular loops at t he end.o or t ho aprinas were each placed 
in the half-inch holes and were secured here by 1/4-inch 
bolts, which pasood through the loops and t he vertical 
holes 0£ the plate. 
At the othor end of oaoh spring~ thore wns a metal 
plug and into 1t an eye bolt was threaded . These eye 
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bolts were slipped over a 5/16x4-1noh steel pin \'th ich 
paased at right angles through the axis of t he piston. 
The steel pin was contained in a hole which had been 
drilled through the steal bar at a point olose to tha outer 
epd. The pin was secured by a 1/4-inch allan sot screw. 
A l/l6-1noh hole was drilled through t he pin nt each 
end and small cotter keys were inserted into them. 
The cylinder was cla.-nped to the surface of the I 
bem:i by two 2·3/8x7/16x3/8-1nch brass bars. These bars 
were spaced approximately 3-1/2 inches apart along the 
top or the cylinder and \'ere bolted to the upper flange 
of the I beam by tour 3/16-inch bolts. 
The hydraUllc pressure wh1oh is supplied to the 
spring loaded piston must be directly proportional to the 
drawbar pull of the tractor, but for tho purpose or this 
experiment t he following arrangemont was made . 
The B-29 bomb bay cylinder was anchored to an iron 
rail in the cement rloor and a load was appl ied to the 
piston by a lever which was made trom an I beam five 
feet long. The lever hnd a mechanical advantage or eight, 
and 1 t was operated by hand. 'l'he weis ht or tre I beam 
wa.s B. 55 pounds per toot and th.is weight was responsible 
tor part or the load. 
A test as me.de with one of the door s prings and it 
was found that 16 pounds waa required to s tretoh the springs 
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through eight inches. The total force ~1oh the springs 
would exert on the Diesel piston when it was fully ex-
tended was, therefore, equal to 32 pounds (npproxlmatel7). 
The exaot area of the B-29 cylinder wao not lmown, 
s.tnce it was never taken apart; but an estimate was made 
by using the outside diameter of the oyl1nder. Thia esti-
mate was 4.5 square inches. 
The area of the Diesel piston was oalcu1ated from the 
tormul.a for the area ot a circle. 
where A is the area, d the dia.-noter. 
The diameter of t he D1eoel piston was one inch and 
its area waa 0.786 square inch. 
The ratio of tho areas of the two pistons was, there-
tore, approximately 5.7321. 
Since the maximum load 011 the small piston was eati-
ma ted to be 32 pounds 1 the maximum force required on the 
B-29 piston was expected to be 184 pounds. Since the 
lever which applied the load had a mechanical ndvantage 
or eight , the force which a man would bo required to exert 
on the end of the beam was only 23 pounds, provided the 
weight of the lever was neglected. 
The B-29 cylinder was conneoted to the Diesel cyl-
inder by a 6-1/2 foot length of pressure hose. The outside 
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diameter of this hose was approximately 3/4 of an inch. 
The hose was meant for ~a machine called Blackhawk Porto 
Power, and in th1a maohlne it was used to oonduot oil .from 
a piston pump to a loading cylinder. Each end or the hoso 
wao protected by a short length of heavy , coil spring. 
A needle valve was put in the line at the end or the 
hoae, and a hydraulic gage was used between the needle 
valve and the Diesel cylinder to measure the oil pressure 
1n the line. 
It is necessary to use a needle valve in an actual 
t1old oondi tion to provide a me ans of throttling the 
fluctuations in drawbar load and to protect the mechanism 
trom violent starting loads. The needle valve should be 
ke·pt entirely closod until the tractor has started pulling 
the load and is traveling a t normal. speed. 
The two cylindore and the connecting line were filled 
w1 th No. 20 oil. Care was taken to get rid or all the 
air in the system, as t h is would spoil its operation. 
In order to replenish o.ny oil l eakage, o.nd also to pro-
vide a menns of bleeding tho line , a zerk fitting was 
placed on the B-29 cylinder. Oil is very easily pumped 
into the system by first putting it in a zerk grease gun. 
The threaded oonneo t ions except who re coppe r gaske ta 
were used, were coa. ted w1 th shellac. This coo. t 1ng was 
allowed to dry for several minutes before the parts were 
put together a gain. 
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Thia procedure was fairly successful, but a very slow 
leakage still perslste~.· It was later discovered that a 
material called "Gasket 000 1' made by the Pep 1Jfg. Co., 
Inc., New York, was excellent for sealing connections of 
tqla kind. A tube of 1t was secured and used for some or 
the conneotions. Ita performance was vory successful. No 
oil leakage was noticed where it was used. 
The Diesel cylinder, used to load the pivoted beam, 
was identical to the one already used tor placement of 
the sliding plate, but it was shortened by a oouple of 
inches. Tho cast iron cylinder was sas1ly cut off in a 
lathe , but it was necessary to cu t oft the steel piston 
by a Norton grinding \!heel . The piston was cooled during 
this operation by a steady stream of water. This job wao 
done by Professor u. w. Maynor of the mechanical engineer• 
ing department of Iowa State College. 
Tho top of the cylinder would al.so havo been shortened 
if lt had not beon made of such hard material . The author 
did not wish to do any welding close to the smooth part 
of the piston, as there was a posn1bil1 ty of de.forming 
t he piston and spoiling 1 ts free movement 1n the cylinder. 
Some electric welding was done on the extrema top of this 
piston; 1n order to form a bracket upon which a ball bear-
ing was mounted . ... 
The cylinder was threaded and sealed with a 1-1/4 
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1noh pipe plug. It was then set on top of ti'» brass plate 
and held seoure by two short brass bars which rested on 
the upper rim of the plug~ 
These bars were bolted to the braso plate by four 
l/4-inch bolts. The plate was drilled with tour holes 
• and those were tapped. Care wo.a taken to cut the bolts 
so they would not reach the base of the holes m'ld have 
contact w1 th the surface of the I beam. 
The bars which held tho cylinder were placed parallel 
to the ends or the plate. ~bo cylinder was easily adjusted 
laterally by loosening the bolts which held the bars, and 
then sliding the cylinder on the plate until it reached 
tho desired position. 
Longitudinal adjustr.ient of the speed-pressure cyl-
inder was possible by changing the point at which the 
draft-pressure cylinder was clamped to the I beam. It was 
not possible to clamp the dra!'t-pressure cylinder very 
tightly to the I beam., as the forces were concentrated at 
two points on the upper pa.rt of the cylinder and this caused 
the piston to otiok . Thie mounting was not considered 
good, but it was the simplest to malce and served its pur-
pose well , as long as sufficient care was taken. 
The ball bearing at the top of the loading piston 
was intended to roll on the ground airtace which was on 
the bottom of the pivoted beam. 
t.:1 
• 
en 
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The names of the numbered parts givon in Figuro 4b 
a.re as .t'ollows i 
1. The Drart Cylinder 
2. The D1~af't-Pro3su::-e Hose 
3. The Dra.1•t Gage 
4. The Spring Retaining Plate 
5. The Draft-Pre$S\lr6 Oyl1nder 
6. The Dra.rt Spring:i 
7. 'Ibo "I" Beam 
a. Th.a Plate Sliding Pioton 
9. The Spring Retaining Bar 
lO. The Self- Aligning Coupling 
ll. 'l'he Speed-Pressure Cylinder 
12. The Loading Piston 
13. Tho Rolling Bearing 
14. The Sliding Plate 
15. The Speed Piston 
16. Tbe Speed Cylinder 
17. The SpeGd•?ressure Tube 
la. The Spead-Piston Frame 
19. 'l'he Speed-Force Line 
20. The Gte~-up D1so 
21. The Dino Benr1ngs 
22. The Disc Shaft 
23. The Initial Speed-Force Line 
24. The Oenerator- HouB1ng Bearings 
25. The Generator 
26. The Generator Rotor Shaft 
I 
..0 
II)
 
t'-1 
.. 
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It was not known 11' the bearing would remain paral.lel 
to the diroction of movement, since the piston which car-
ried it was free to turn. In op~ration , it was found that 
the bearing did not e:xhib1 t any tcndenc7 to turn . 
~ The hydraulic presauro required by the loading cyl-
inder was fed to it through a rubbor tube which had an 
O.D.* ot 1/2-inch and and I.D.-tm of l/8-inch. The end of 
the tube was pushed over a tapered, ribbed, metal oon-
neo tor, and this connector was threaded into the cylinder 
wall. The tube was four feet long and was connected at 
the other end to the cylinder whioh was used to take the 
toroe of the generator housing . This cylinder shal.l be 
call.D d the speed oyl1.r1der. This part of the hydraulic 
system was filled with sewing ma.chino oil. It was also 
equipped with a zerk fitting . In order ror the speed 
cylinder to take its load fro~ th~ pulley on the generator 
houaing 1 it waa necessary to build a frame onto the piston. 
The tramo permitted tho piston to be loaded on its central 
axis at a point directly opposite the cylinder cap. 
The frame was rectangular in shapo ; tho sides wore 
two 7/16-inch steel rods wh1oh were threaded at both ends 
tor a distance slightly grea.tor than one inch. The ema 
of t he tramo were composed of two 4xl.-l/8x3/8-1noh brass 
#O.D. means Outside Die.meter 
~~I.D. means Inside Diameter 
plates. Two holes, 7/16 or an inch in dillUleter, were 
drilled 1n e·ach plate. - These holes were spaced 3-5/16 
1nohes on centers, and through these t~ threaded nections 
or the rods were placod. 
• Each threaded end of the steel rods bad two burrs 
on it and it was between these that the brass plates were 
clamped. 
One of the brass plates was drilled in the center 
with a hole which was slightly smaller than the 35/32 or 
an inch diameter projection at tho top of the piston. 
The plate was then attached to the piston by pressing the 
projection through the holo in the plate. 
The entire unit was now mounted b1 drilling and tap-
ping two shallow holes on either side of the cylinder 
wall. The bolts which were screwed into these holes were 
hold in two vertical slots. 'lbese slots were contained 
in the center of two brackets which had been formed from 
a 24 inoh length of £lat iron. The £lat iron was 2-l/2 
inches wide and l/4-inoh thick. The brackets were made 
in the rollowing way. 
The strip of flat iron was bolted to the bod or a 
milling machine o.nd the tm> 3/8x6-l/2-inch grooves were 
cut. The nat iron was ro1noved, cut in two, and four 
1/4-inch holes drilled in eaoh piece. These holes were 
needed in order to screw the bracket to o. wooden bnse. 
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The irons were then heated in a forge and bent tl'rough 90 
degrees. The bnse £ormed in each case was 2-7/8 inches 
long, and the vertical height 9-1/4 inches. 
The mounting bolts contained a burr, nnd the bracket 
was squeezed between t his and the ~ad of the bolt. The 
bolts were smaller than the slots. Throe lock washers 
were used in order to make the attachment flexible and 
prevent the bolts trom throwing high stressea into the 
cylinder wall. 
The alots 1!fere provided because 1 t was t hought that 
it might be necessary to bring the speed piston and tbe 
loading piston into a definite relationship us far as 
gravity 1s concerned. It was thought that the system of 
two pistons could be potentially loaded in one direction 
and by this arrangement annul the 1n1 tia.l housing tx>rque 
or the generator before an electrical load was applied. 
The restraining piston was mounted directly above 
the end or the pivoted beam. In order t.o do tb1s 1 two 
ahort longths or two inch diameter brass bars were 
clamped on oit~r s1de of the I beam, by two 5/ 16- inch 
bolts. Tbeae bars wero each drilled with a vertical 
hole, and this hole Y1as tapped all the way through . Two 
7/16x24-1nch steel rods were threaded at both ends and 
mounted 1n these tapped holes. 
The horsepower cylinder had a bracket in which tuo 
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holea had already been drilled. The epacinG of the rods 
was made to oo1ncide w1_~h thtlse. 
The cylinder was mounted on these rods by looking 
each side of the bracket between two burrs • 
., The bracket holes were larger than t he rods and some 
laterai and longitudinal adjustment of the cylinder was 
allowed. 
A ball bearing had been mounted on the head of the 
restraining piston. This was dona 1n order to keep 
vertical all t he forces wh ich acted on the berun and also 
to allow for some beam movement. 
A hydraulic gage was mounted on the top of the horse-
power cylinder cap. The first gage used wan one 'nhich 
had a range trom O to 5 p.s.1. 
The author ant1c1patad toot t he machine mie)lt be 
sluggish under test and so 1t was decided to add an 
auxillary multiplying mechanism to the torque delivered 
by the generator. 
A circular aluminum di so was obtained which was meant 
to be the chuck for a wooden lntho. This diac contained 
a 3/4-inoh threaded hole 1n the center. A 3/4-inoh steel 
shaft 13-3/4 inches long wo.s turned to 9/18 of an inch 
diameter at the ends and fitted w1 th two ball bearings. 
The shaf't was then threaded from ono end, a distance 
ot 6-~/4 inches. This length of threading was su!'fioient 
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to allow the d!so to be placed opposite a wire which was 
connoctod to the outside of the generator hous1ns . It 
was necessary to use the outside of t he generator housing 
as a pulley in order to prevent 1t from swinging too far 
when placed under load. 
The diso was locked t o tha shaft by a 3/4 N.F.-* burr. 
The two bearings oontain!ng the shaft were mounted 
in two blocks of wood and these wooden pieces were at-
taohed to the wooden frrune upon which the generator vu 
pivoted. 
The disc waa G inches in diarmter and its shaft was 
3/4 of an inch. 
The mult1plioat1on between a force applied at thB rim 
of the disc and one taken off at the circumference of the 
ahaft was, therefore, eight times. 
The original curves obtained for the generator were 
those which resulted tram the use of a 2-1/2 inch diameter 
pulley which had beon cu t on the generator housing. The 
outside of tho generator .housing, now used as a pulley, 
we.a 6.35 inches in diameter. 
The total new multiplicnt1on 1 nbovo that of the old 1 
was calculated to be 5.46 times. 
If thore had been en easy way to secure a pulley, 
*All thl•ead1ng that was done on this machine was 
national f 1ne throad. 
--
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smaller than l/2 inch, to the generator housing, the con-
struction of the auxiliary multiplier would not have been 
neoessary. 
'fhe elect1--ical wires connected to the generator wore 
supported on a wire post and they were kept aa loose as 
possible. No trouble wae encountored with ta;,m, but it 
the rotation of the generator under maximum load had been 
much greater, it would have been neceasary to attaoh a 
s ystora ot slip rings to the generator. 
The auxiliary multiplier was hooked up as follows: 
A tine copper wire, 1/64 of an 1noh in diameter, was 
at tached to the outer oiroumforence of the generator hous-
ing . The otbar end w1 re was wound around the surface ot 
the d1so and secured to the oircum.ferenoe b7 a smal.l hole 
which was drilled through the rim. 
A small hole had been drilled th.rough the 3/4-inch 
shaft and this hole was used to s eoure the ends of o. 
violin string . The center of the string was looped around 
a small steel bar, l•l/4 x 5/16 inches , which was mounted 
on tho rectangular rrame of the speed piston . This steel 
bar was fastened to the brass plate by two 3/16-inch 
bol t s. 
The 1n1t1al test was m.ade using o. O to 5 p .a. 1. gage 
on the reatra1n1ng cylinder. It was found that in the 
0 to 5 p .s. 1. range the machine was very sluggish and 
slow to restore itself. 
-
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An attempt was made to increase the level ot energy 
at which the machine was opera.ting . This wa.s done by de-
creasing the eleetric~l resistance of tho generator load. 
It was .found that the l/ 4 H.P. electrioal r.iotor \fas 
no longer capable of tui~ning the genorator at tho desirod 
speed, and no appreciable increase in torque was obtained. 
The electric motor was removed from the set-up and 
replaced by a 2•1/2 H. P . single cy linder gasoline engine, 
This engine had ample power to operate the generator, and 
the vibration which it produced had a loosening effect on 
the system. 
On this final tr1al 1 the ont1re unit functioned 
quite well. The gage aeemed to follow very closely all 
changes in the speed of the genera tor end all a orious 
sluggishness seemed to have disapveared from the I.M. 
The effect of the pon1t1on of the loading piston was 
a1so very quickl7 recorded by the gage . 
Some leakage of oil waa noticed at the res training 
piston. It was decidod that a heavier oil s houl d be 
used he re in order to keep the beam le vel. 
The action of the sliding plate nnd loading cylinder 
was very satis!aotor1 at the beginning, but some sticking 
seemed to deve lop. A thorough chock into the oauae or 
this was not made. Several things could have been 1m• 
proved upon and tb!tae will appear in the d1scusa1on part 
F 
of the thesis. The . author was satisfied that the machine 
was capable or working~ Three different teats were now 
made on this machine. 
1. Gage pressure vorsus generator r.p.m. 
(loading piston at n fixed distance 
£rom the pivot point) . 
2. Gage pressure versus loading piston 
position {generator speed oonstant). 
3. Tho action of the .spring loaded. piston 
(movement plotted against hydraulic 
pressure). 
The tachometer used to determine the generator r.p.m. 
was of t he clock mechanism t:rp~. 
The exact position or tho loading piston was de-
termined by measuring t he d13tance between the .rron t of 
the brass pla. te and t ho end of the I beam. 
I 
The sp rings used to load t he plate-moving piston were 
not coneidered to be strong enough from t he beginning 
and they were used only to demonstrate the pr1no1ple . 
However, the data taken of their action will still be 
given. 
A .final che ck which wo.s rr..n.de of t he electrical. re-
slstanoe of t he armature had a nories of valuae between 
l.2 and 7 oh.~a, depending on the poe1t1on o.r tho oo:mnu-
tatar with reepeot to the brushes . 
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IV. RESULTS 
A. Tho Initial Generator Test 
The initial test of the generator wns made by connect-
ing e. wire to a 2-1/2 inch diameter circle on the generator 
frame. 'l"hls wire was held by a spring balance that had 
been mounted on a wooden frame. The balance had a 9-inch 
diameter dial :face and "'as capable of measuring a total of 
30 pounds. Ten pounds was measured ro r every complete 
revolution of the dial pointor. 
The field current was supplied by a six volt battery. 
The rests tanoe of the generator load was changed .for 
each test. The values of force obtained were plotted 
against the r.p.m. or tho generator. The tables of re-
sults are listed according to tho resistance uaed 1n the 
extornal circuit. Values for Et , the terminal voltage 
or the generator, and Ia, the armature current, are also 
recorded, but no attempt will be ma.de to plot them on a 
graph. 
The generator was also tested to sea what sort of 
a curve it could produce when the load consisted of tungsten 
filament light bulbs. 
Six volt, 15 watt houae bulbs were used and the 
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oalouln. tions were made for a circuit which \rould not be 
expensive and which would still give a !'air test. 
The current flowing in a six volt bulb can be expressed 
by ohms laws as .§.. Since watts are equal to the voltage 
R 
ti.ntes the amperage / we may write 
Watts a Volts x Amps (6.l) 
Ir we subatitute 1n this equation the values of 15, 6 and 
~' tor ~atts, volts and amps we may solve for ~R", the re-
sisto.nce or one six-volt bulb. Solving the equation, we 
obtain R = 2.4 ohms. 
From this information and the laws governing parallel 
circuits, a circuit was devised which would have a total 
resistance of 4.8 ohms. This circuit oonsistod of two 
banks or four bulbs. 
TABLE I 
Genera.tor Test 
R = 1.0 ohms (approx.) 
Run R.P.M. Force Et Ia 
~· volts amps 
l 1405 7.25 14.0 a.o 
2 1280 6.70 --
3 1130 e.10 11.0 6.4 
4 1006 5 . 50 10.0 5.5 
5 895 s.oo a.a 4.9 
6 750 4.35 -- -· 
7 50() 3 . 50 s.2 3.0 
a 404 2.85 3.8 i.a 
9 320 2.eo 2.a l.4 
10 145 2.10 1.5 o.s 
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TABLE II 
Generator Test 
R ::i 3 obm..q (approx. ) 
Run R.'P • M. 1',oroe Et Ia 
lli.· vol ta amps 
l 1 670 5.8 19.5 6.8 
2 1420 6.0 ia.e 5.6 
3 1120 4.0 1 5 .2 4.5 
4 890 :3.1 10.2 3.5 
5 595 2.0 6 . 8 2.1 
6 425 1.5 4 . 8 1.5 
7 260 l.l 2 . 5 0.1 
TABLE III 
Generator Teat 
R = 7.8 ohms (approx.) 
Run R. P. 14. Force Et Ia 
l bs. volts .!!!!E!!. 
1 2325 4.65 31.0 4 .5 
2 1 840 3.90 25. 2 3.5 
3 1635 3.40 21 . a 2.9 
4 1305 3.oo 17.5 2.2 
5 1075 2.60 14.l 1.8 
6 735 2.00 9.0 1.1 
7 . 480 l.60 5 .6 o.5 
8 295 l.50 3.0 0.1 
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TA.BLE IV 
Generator Test 
R ~ 14 ohms (approx.) 
Run H.P.?A . Force Et - Ia • 
.!£!· volts amps 
l 2610 2. es 36.0 2.8 
2 2145 2 . 40 30 .0 2.2 
3 1760 2 . 00 24.8 1.8 
4 1365 l.50 19.a 1.2 
5 960 1.15 13.0 o.a 
6 820 0. 90 l0.6 0.5 
7 630 0.7G B.l o.4 
8 375 o.so 4.0 0.15 
TABLE V 
Generator Test 
R~ 4.8 ohms~ (approx.) 
Run R.P.M. Porco 
l 2295 
l bs. 
6.62 
2 2085 6.21 
3 1900 5.94 
4 1715 5 .72 
5 1545 5.47 
6 1275 5.03 
7 1070 4.72 
a 660 4.03 
9 450 3.53 
10 235 3 .00 
oTfie generator realatanoe load was composed of ~wo 
parallel ciroulta; eaoh parallel circuit contained four 
15 watt, 6 vol t house bul~, hooked in aeries . 
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A test was made of the force exerted by the gener-
ator housing when the fi~ld current to the generator waa 
completely cut orr. 
At 340 r.p.m., the load waa 0.69 pounds . It did not 
Va:r:T much from this value regardless of tho r.p.m. of the 
generator. 
B. Ins tan tar:f3ous Multiplier 
\I/hen this unit was tested1 the distance trom the pivot 
point of the beam to the central axis of the restraining 
roller bearing was estimated to be 12-7/8 inches. The 
value or x1 is, tbarefore, equal to 12.87. 
The distance from the vertical line passing through 
the pivot point to the end of the I beam was estimated 
as 13.84 inches. 
The measurements uaod to dete:rmine the position of 
the loading piston were thoso taken of the distance be-
tween the end o!' the alidlng brass plate and the ond or 
the I beam. The position of the loading piston 1n terms 
of its distance from the pivot point was calculated 1 and 
it is t he diotance recorded. 
The rixed distance ot the loading piston , which was 
used to teat the speed performance of the unlt, was esti-
mated to be 12.85 inches. It was necessary to remove the 
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gasoline engine and revert to the electric motor to obtain 
the lower speeds. The valuGs obtained in this test are 
put in a separate tabla and will also be plotted on a 
separate graph. 
For all I.M. tests the external resistance, Used in 
conjunction with the generator, wns equal to 7.8 ohm.a 
( appi-ox.). 
Rwi 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
TABLE vr 
Instantaneous Mult1pl1or Test 
Gage pressure versus generator speed 
Position or the loading piston constant 
at X0 = 10.6 inches (approx.) 
R.P.M. Gage 
reading 
Iatt 
p.s.1. amps 
4100 27.0 5.0 
3325 22.4 4.4 
~880 10.2 4.4 
2530 17.0 4.0 
2295· 15.6 3.6 
1850 12.,.6 2.6 
1630 10.6 2.6 
1320 9.0 2.0 
1115 7.4 l.8 
.. ft is the field current, Ia 1s the armo. ture 
Ij;* 
~ 
7.0 
1.0 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
1.0 
7.0 
current 
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TABLE VII 
Instantaneous Multipl~er Tost 
Gage pressure versus generator speed 
Position of the loading piston constant 
at Xo = 10.6 inches (approx.) 
Run R.P. M. Gage 
reading 
Ia It 
p.s.1. amps amps 
l 2260 13.8 3.6 s.o 
2 1690 10.9 2.a 6.0 
3 1220 7., s.o 6.0 
4 770 4.5 1.0 6.0 
5 455 2~2 o.a 6.0 
6 365 l.2 o.e 6.0 
TABLE VIII 
Instantaneous Multiplier Test~ 
Gage pressure versus position of loading piston 
Generator sp eed constant at 3185 r.p.m. 
Run 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Inches 
10.18 
9.93 
9.68 
9.43 
9,18 
a.93 
a.ea 
a.43 
a.1a 
7.93 
(Cont inued on next p age) 
Gage 
reading 
p.s.1. 
20.2 
20.0 
19.0 
18.6 
18.5 
18.2 
18.l 
19.5 
16.5 
16 .0 
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'l'ABLE VIII (Cont• d) 
Run Xo'** Gago 
reading 
inches E•s.1. 
• ll 7.68 15.5 
12 7.43 14.5 
13 7.18 14•0 
14 8.93 13.5 
15 6.68 13.6 
16 6.43 13.2 
17 6.18 12.6 
19 s.93 12.2 
19 5.68 11.6 
20 5.43 11.2 
21 5.18 lo.a 
22 4.93 l0.4 
23 4.68 9.8 
24 4.43 9.3 
25 4.18 a.s 
Q6 3.93 S~l 
27 3.68 7.6 
28 3.43 7.4 
29 :s.10 6.8 
30 2.93 6.3 
31 2.68 5.8 
32 2.43 5.3 
33 2.18 4.7 
34 1.68 2.6 
35 l.43 2.a 
* The field current lr was 7.0 amps. Ia var1od 
be t \?een 4.5 and 4. 6 amps. 
**Xo 1a t he. di s t ance t he loa.d1n g pis t on 1s from 
t he p ivo t poin t of t he beam. 
--
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The springs which were u.aed:g1ve a placement of tho 
loading cylinder and its assembly were considered too 
weak. They had been used chiefly to de!!lOnstrato the method 
of placement. 
• A teat wo.n still mada or then, ho'3ever> and the re-
sults will be preoented. Thero aoeoed to be sozne sticking 
of the sliding brass plate. The exact oo.use or this 
sticking wa~ not determined. During the test, the polished 
su.r!'ace ot the I beam was flooded w1 t h /JOO oil. Tho gen-
erator speed during the teat was approximately 3000 r . p.m. 
and the load produced by this apoed tra.ne~ltted through 
the loading piston to the beam. 
The position or t~e sliding piston wao checked against 
hydraulic pressure; first for 1nore~s1ng hydraulic pres-
aure , and second tor decreasing hydraulio pressure . The 
generator speed was approximately 3000 r.p.m., and the 
pivoted beam was 1nolined upwards one deBr~e at the free 
end. 
--------...·---......... -------------~~~~~~ 
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V • DISCUSSION 
• A. The Feas1b111ty of the Machine 
In order for this principle of horsepo\ver nieasurernent 
to work, it has already been stated that the loading force 
must be directly proportional to generator speed, and the 
position of the loading piston must be directly propor-
tional to draft. In other words 1 1f' we plot foroe against 
generato19 speed we must obtain a straight line; and 11' we 
plot loading piston position against draf't we must obtain 
a straight line. 
In Figure 5 it 1s clearly indicated that a straight 
line of toroe versus gpe~d can be rna.intainod even at low 
r.p.m. if the generator load of constantan wire is 7.8 
ohm:J in resistance. Figura 7 indicates that tho strtlight 
lino oharacteristics of the curve can be ma1nta1ned at 
generator speeds up to 3500 r.p.m. 
Figure 9 is a graphic demonstration of the ability 
or the pivoted beam to multiply a fixed speed b7 a ranse 
of dra!'t and maintain a oonntant multlplioat!on raotor. 
The ab111 ty to ob ta1n n s tr night line from plotting 
,.draft hydraulic-pressure' at;a1nst "Loading Pis ton'' place-
ment is possible if suitable units are used, but exact 
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placement was not obtained in this rr.ach1ne for two ?nB.jor 
ro&oons i 
1. Tho springs used had too low a spri ng modulus. 
2. Tho load was not a vibrating load, but was 
• constantly applied, first in the one direction 
and then 1n the other. 
In actual field cond1t1ons the drawbar load of a 
tractor is likely to constantly fluctuate as much ao 500 
pounds, and in order to read the draft with reasonable 
aocuraey this fluctuation will likely be dEL"'nped down to 
100 pounds or sage !"luctuet1on. This damping-down 1a 
accomplished by a needle valve plaoed in the draft-pressure 
hose. 
A test of the oliding assembly ot this machino was 
made . The forces transmitted through the pivoted beant 
durine; the test to tho horsepower gage were those which 
resulted f:-om a generator speed or 3005 r.p.m. 'rhe angle 
of inclination of tho pivoted benm was upTiards one degree 
at its free end. The position of the sliding ass embly was 
plotted, first against increasing hydraulic pressure, and 
second against decreasing hydraulic pressure . The aver&Be 
distance between the two curves was equivalent to 16 p.o.1. 
Ir rr1ot1on drag is taken to bo tho same 1n both 
dirootiono, we conclude that the curve for no friction 
would lie half-way between these two ourvoo, provided we 
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neglect tbe ayat0r1a1s err~ot 1l\ the springs . The a~ount 
of fr1ot1on drag is th<frotore indicated ns equivnlent to 
0 p.s .1. gage prenouro . Sinoe the dit\!netor of the piston 
1& one inch, the estimated tr1ot1on drag 1e equal to S.3 
pounds. 
If t hin machine wao to be used, it la esti.ntatttd that 
5 per oent accuracy 1n pl.a.cement could be obtained if tM 
eprin(; ruoduluu of e.tloh s pr - n,;; uao G pounds p~tt inch. 
'J.'he f 1nfll ms.chino a h.ou.ld bo mndo ao a l l the luada 
are c'l.rried on bal1 beartns.;n and tho friction drag 1:s s mall. 
Suc h a design will t>erm1 t U1e torces which prodttco place-
lT:itnt to re~a1n a.mall. If tr~ rorces are smnll - the size 
ot members nGeded to w1thstund those torcea will bo also 
small, and a lighter ins lM.UUOut oan bo l!lllde . It would be 
desirable 1!' t!1e rlnal dasit;n \fQ.3 light enoug~ to pe rmit 
the oper a.tor to easllJ" carry it in hi:! hMds. 
The existing ma.chine ~pear$ to be !oa81ble provided 
the atrensth or tho load pl co~er.t spring~ is 1norca5ed. 
B. The Theory ot Operation 
Originally lt wan planned to con9truct tll1 I.M. that 
would .follow d.lrectly a caloula ted o.rrongomont of t he 
tormula (2.15) 1 
1 -375 
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but 1 t was .found that 1 t was irlpoaaible to obtain all of 
the parts 1n the 31zes. asked for by the formula. 
The decis ion was ma.de to go alla o.d and con.ri truct an 
I.M. rrol!l whatever pa.1~a were available . The formula was 
kept in mind ond so far as possible, tre parts used were 
kept close to its requirements. 
Finally, the construction wn.s a:Lter ed again in o~der 
to produce a machine whioh would hnve the maxi.."'ll.1.lm chance 
of free movement. 
The main objective became the construction or a ma-
ohine that would operate, and the exact way 1n which it 
operated became secondary- 1n imports.nee. 
flow that the machine constants are set, a few oa1-
culat1ons will be made to determine the opacitic type ot 
machine that has been built. 
The machine wan purposely built ver"J flexible. Wher-
ever possible, features were added that p~rm1tted an easy 
change of the machine constants. By oonstruoting the 
machine in this manner it was thought that the machine 
constants could be juggled and final achievement of a 
total constant of S~S would be auch simpler. 
The present values of the constants will be given 
and applied to the formula.a. 
It we let the generator r.p.~ . be a1B!11fied by the 
letter ''U1' 1 and if \'ie let this r.p.m. be equal to the 
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tractor speed, in miles per hour, multiplied by n constant, 
M, we may write 
U:::; MS (6.1) 
Solving the equation tor s, we havo 
s = u i (6.2) 
Equation (2.8) states 
po ::a K7 S 
Substituting equation (6,2) 1n (2.8) 1 we ob tain 
{6.3) 
Rearranging t h e terms, we may w.ri to 
v Po M ,n.7=-
U 
(6.4) 
The tora Po is a constant the value or which was calculated 
u 
in the rollowing manner. 
In the I.M. test given 1n Table VI, the value of X0 
is constant at 10.6 inches. The value of the constant Xi 
ror all the tests has been given aa 12.87 inches. Sub· 
at1tut1ng these values in equntion (2.6), we have 
which becomes 
P = 10.6 Ao Po 
12.87 A1 
( 6,5) 
The diameter or the restraining pis t on was 0.876 inches, 
----------~--~~~~--~-
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and that of the loading piston wns one inch. From theoo 
figures the area or A1··was oalcula ted to be 0.603 square 
inches, and the area of A01 o.786 square inches. Substi-
tuting t hese value s i n equation (6.5) and simplifying , we 
obtain 
Transposing , wo obtain 
p 
Po=-1.07 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
Dividing both sides of t he equation by U, we may write 
(6.8) 
Using i'ormu1a (6.8) and the expcr.1mental data ot Table VI 
the values ot Po were oaloulated for all va1uea of u. u 
The average value of Po was 6.26 x io-3 • Therefore, 
u 
we may write 
Substituting equation (6.9) in (6.4), yields 
K7 = 6.26 M x lo-3 
From equation (2.9) we may write 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.ll) 
The maximum throw which can be obtained from tho 
plate·sl1d1ng piston on this machine ls 10 1nohes. If we 
let the maximum draft to be measured be 2940 pounds, we 
_..r Strnt 
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may substitute these last two values into equation (8.ll) 
and obtain 
Solving, 
K = ...1Q... 
8 2940 
(6.12) 
The values of Ai and A0 are already e;i 'len as o. 603 
and o.786 square inches. 
The value of Xi has also been g iven as 12.87 inches. 
Substituting t he values of A0 , K1 1 Ka1 A11 and X1 into 
equation (2.15) 1 we have 
0.786 x 6.26M x 10-3 x 3.4 x lo-3 K9 a ..J:.... 
0.603 x 12.87 375 
Simpli.fying the equation, we obtain 
Therefore, 
1 
MKg = 2.1s x io-6x 375 
which becomes 
MKg = 1240 
Rearrang ing the terms, the expression becomes 
This is the equation for the gage constant K9 • 
From equation (6.l) we may write 
Ma ~ 
s 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
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Substituting equation (6.16) 1n ( 6 .15 ), we have 
l240S 
Kg ::a U (6.17) 
If \Te let the maximum traotor speed which we wish to test 
-
w1th this machine be six m1Je s per hour,, equation ( 6.17) 
becomes 
K 7450 9 :a -
U1 
(6.18) 
whero ul is the generator r,p.m.' which is equivalent to 
the maximum tractor speed of six m.p.h. The rnaxirnur:i 
generator speed reached under test was 4100 r.p.m. 
The atra1 ght characteristic or the cu rve plo t ted in 
Figure 7 la not affected until the r.p.m. is above 36001 
but 1 t was no tie ad during tho test of the genera tor that 
considerable vibration began to occur when the genorator 
speed became greater than 3000 r.p.n. It was decided, 
therefore, tJ-~at the maximum generator speed should not 
exceed this amount, but its value s hould be a s l ar g e as 
other factors will permit. 
The remaining dictating factor is t ha decision that 
the g age constant Kg s hall be a whole number. 
If the gage constant ie equal. to 21 t he value of 
U1 i n equation ( 6 .lG) 1s 3720 r.p.m. This is beyond the 
set limit o! 3000 and w111 not be allowed. 
The final solution to equation (6.18 ) ia to allow the 
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gage constant to be equal to 3, 
. Kg = :5 (6.19) 
Therefore, one p.s.1. of pressure on the gage indicates 
3 horsepower. 
The maximum goncrator speed,, U11 can be expressed 
from equation (6.18) as 
tJ 7450 i=-
K9 
( 6.00) 
Sub~t1tut1ng 1n the value o~ ~ for K9 , we solve equation 
{6.20) for U11 
(6.21) 
Tho maximum generator speed is now fixed. at 2483 r.p.m. 
for a tractor speed of six miles per hour. 
From equation (6.15) we can write 
(6.22) 
Substituting 3 1 the value or the gage constant into 
equation (6.22) and solving for M, we have 
U: 413 (approx.) (6. 23 ) 
Substituting the value of M L~ equation (6.l), we 
may write 
u ;:i 4133 (6.24) 
The generator spe od s hould be equal to 413 times the speed 
of the tractor in m. p .h. 
From equations (6 .11) and (6.12) ~o havo 
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which may be written 
(6.25) 
• We have, said t hat the maximum va1ues ot tractor speed 
and d~att which we intend to meaoure with this l.M. are 
six miles per hour and 2940 pounds. 
The maximum horsepower that we intend to measure, 
calculated from equation (l.1)1 will be equal to 
which is 47 horsepower. 
2940 x 6 
375 
The size of gage required to meet the maximum condi-
tions must be capable or measur1ng a pressure of 47 divided 
by 3 1 or 15.6 p.s.1. Tho present gage on tho I.M. reads 
up to 30 p.s.1. 
Now tl'Bt t h e exact working of the machine has been 
established a few rurther observations will be made on 
the experimental data. 
Since the curves ror l.B and 3 ohms in Figure 5 are 
concave upwards for low generator speeds, and since the 
curve for a tungsten filament in Figure 6 is concave down-
wards for the same low speeds, it may be possible to make 
a combination of oonstnntan and tungsten wh1oh will pro-
duce a straight line curve tor the housing torque at law 
speeds. 
.-S~~n11----Dl't'l'lmcmZ1,.,..,.:1:1CU•""v..,n .... · --.-----~~---·----
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It th1s cannot be done, equation (6.24) and the ex• 
perimental curves indicate thnt. t he I.M. will not be 
accurate for a tractor speed below one Dlile per hour. 
Since the experimental data was read from e small 
o~ygen•tank, bourdon gage, which was only 2•1/4 inches in 
d1aneter, the accuracy of reading may not have been good. 
For this reason the upper portion of the curve in Figure 
8 is discounted. llo ai milar falling away of the curve at 
this point is noted in Figure 7. 
In Figure 9 the variation of the data from a perfect-
ly straight line may be partly ascribed to the tollowing: 
l. The opera tor may not have read the horse-
power dial correctly. 
2. The generator speed may not have remained 
constant at 3185 r.p.m. First because the 
speed of the gasoline motor may have varied, 
and second because al!ppage of the V belt 
drive may have ooourred. 
3. Some al terati'on in the exact poin t or beam 
loading may have occurred due to slight im-
perfections in the mechanism. That is, the 
caloula ted and the ao tual dis tance ot X
0 
may 
have boen d1£rerent. 
For these reason s no sp ecial attempt was made to 
estimate t he aocuraoy of the pivoted beam method of 
multiplication. 
y;- c; • .,,..,.., , Q • Y b 
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The maximum error 1nd1oatod by the point which seemed 
farthest oJ:t the straight line curve was measured. This 
error was -o.6 p.s.1. for a curve value of 14.2 p.a.1. 
The percentage or error ls equal to 0. 6 x loo. The max-
14. 2 
1iitum error indicated by the curve for the I.M. 1s, thero-
rore, equal to 4.23 per cent. The average error indicated 
by the curve 1s estimated · to be equal to 2 per cent. 
The curve for a resistance of 7.8 ohmR 1n Figure 5 
was not used to determine t h e varin tion of the electrical 
generator from a stricly straight line characteristic; 
but the values ot Po, as calculated from Table VI, were 
u 
used to determine a percentage or error. 
The maximU?!l variation £rom the average of 6.26 x io-3 
was e.oa x 10-s. The error is o.18 x lo-3, and the per 
cent error i3 equal to 
0 18 ... io-3 
• A x loo ~ 2.aa% 
6.25 x l0-3 
'l'ho maximum error introduced by tho generator between 
1115 end 4100 r.p.m. is equal to 2.ss per cent. 
A rurther estimate of the gene rator's deviation rrom 
a traigh t line t.o rque on 1 ts housing was Made by tho use 
ot Figure a. The last poin t on t he curve exhibitann 
error or 5.8 per oent. It is hardly fair to quote high 
percentage or error which occurs for only one point, 
especially since t he curvo in Pigure 7 indicates tor 
IE'' • a ' '""r : m""' 1 · ........,-01N ... 
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approximately the same generator r.p.m. an error or only 
2 per cent. 
A sum.ma.ry of the \Vork indicates that t~ maximum 
I.M. and generator errors are equal to 4.2, and 2~8 per 
o6nt approximately; but t he avorage error for each or 
these uni ts is e!Jtimnted to be 2 per cent . The to t al 
average error is, therefore, expected to be approximately 
4 per cent. 
P!'h5!!1 JM" .al£ •p oru te• 
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VI. CONCLUSIOMS 
1. A satisfactory approach ha.a bean reached 1n the 
p~oblem of direct and instantaneous horaopower measure-
ment. 
2. The laboratory model constructed indicates that 
it is ~ossible to accurately mu~tiply a force and a 
distance by hydraulically applying forces to a member 
which 1s in equilibrium about a pivot point. 
I 
''' ~.i-~ 7 .... • 
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VII. SUUMARY 
The use o:f al terna.t1ng current to measure horse-
power was not pra.otical because of the losses which were 
introduced by hyster1s1s and eddy currents in th~ model 
constructed and ln the calculation$ made for a model con-
taining laminated Alnico. 
It was possible to obtain a force directly propor-
tional to speed by the use of a separately excited D.C.- . 
generator connected to a constant resistance load. Thia 
torce vas the torque that was exerted on the generator 
frame. The maximum error was round to b~ 2.aa per cent, 
but the average error wns estimated to bo 2 per cent. 
A .maxi?!lUin error of 4.23 per cent was obtained whon 
a torce and a distance were multiplied by the machine 1n 
t his thesis. The average orror in thi~ operation was 
expected to be 2 por cent. The reoult of the mu.lt1pl1ca-
t1on was indicated directly on a dial. 
It was est1matecl th.at two springs ul th a modulus of 
at least six pounds per 1nch would have to be used on this 
laboratory model if t he error of load placement was to be 
l e ss than 5 per cent. 
One solu tion to the laboratory model was a setup 
where the generator was run at a speed 413 times ~~e speed 
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o.r the tractor in mileo per hour, the loading piston move-
ment was one inch for ever--/ 294 pounds of draft, and cvecy 
p .s .1. of pressure on the horsepower gage was equivalent 
to three horsepowor. 
• The above solution was one of '1everal which cou1d 
have been used for the laboratory model . The .r inal design 
or this unit is expected to be quite dif feront 1.n cons truc-
tion. It is hoped that a unit rnay be produced which will 
be very accurate and practical. 
Since 1 t 1s possible to obtain a force which 1s a 
measure ot the torque transmitted to useful work, it ls 
possible to adapt the device of this thesis to the direct 
and instantaneous maasurement of torsion horsepower also. 
With the use of an infinitely variable speed in-
creaser,it may be possible t.o quickly set the device to 
test any car, truck, train or tractor. 
PGli Hn ·· 0 ..... . . 
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XI . APPENDIX 
Ul'll" W I t • •=xer q 
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S~bols Used 
A = area in sq. out. 
A0= area of lo a.ding pis ton 1n sq. 1n . 
Ai~ area of restraining piaton in sq. in. 
c.u. = circular mils 
D = draft in poundo 
E = voltage 
f ::: frequency 
F :::a res training force 
Fo:z loading f'orce 
H.P. ~ horsepower 
I a current in e.mperea 
Ia a armature current 
Ie = ext ernal. rosistance current 
K1 , K2, K3 , - - - etc. = constants 
l = length in reet 
10 = length in centimeters 
L = 1nduotance 
M = a consta.nt such thnt MS = U 
m.p.h. ::a mil es pe r hour 
n Q the number or b.lrno of wire 
N = r.p.m. 
p = pressure on the restraining piston 
Po= pressure on t he loading pis t on 
..•... 
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p.c.1. a preasll!;'e in pounds per sq. in. 
R = resistance 1n ohms 
Ra= armature resis tnnce 
R = extorna1 resistance e 
r.p.m. = revolutions per minute 
S = speed in miles per hour 
T = torque 
U = the genorator r.p.m. 
V = terminal voltage of generator 
X = inductive reactance 
x0~ distance of loading force to pivot point 
'TYi! 
X1~ distance from pivot point to restraining piston 
Z ::a impedance 
<\> ::s f'l ux 
A= permeability 
fJ = resistivity 
·-· 
